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Coach urged to curb offensive cheering
lt ’,lac) . Olsen
l.,.taff writer

Michael Caulfield
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Pete D’errico slides under Santa Clara’s Rick Rianchina in an effort to break up a double play during Tuesday’s loss

Attorney speaks about secre.A1

Fullerton praises
trustees’ decision

By Harry Mok
Daily staff writer
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SJSU President Gail Fullerton said Wednesday that the
CSU Board of Trustees’ decision to rescind raises granted to
top California State University
executives was appropriate.
"I think the process was
flawed and I think it was probably a good idea to go hack and
do what should have been done
in the first place." Fullerton
said. "They didn’t do it publicly, which I think was a mistake."
The raises, approved by the
board in closed session, were
given to the CSU chancellor.
the six vice chancellors and the
presidents of the 20 campuses.
Fullerton’s 15 percent raise of
more than $17,(810 brought her
salary to $130.(XX) before the
board’s action April 19.
The largest salary increase
went to CSU Chancellor W.
Ann Reynolds, who received a
43 percent raise, boosting her
salary
from $136,248 to
$195.(XX). Reynolds resigned
Friday.
Fullerton said that while Reynolds may have made mistakes.
she was impressed with work
she did for the university in promotion of the fine arts, teacher

’I think the
process was
flawed.’
Gail Fullerton,
SJSU president
education, and assistance with
Moss .Landing Marine Laboratories after the Oct. 17 earthquake.
"She’s done a lot of good
things for the system." Fullerton said. "I just hope those
will be remembered and not just
the mistakes she may have
made."
The SJSU Academic Senate
adopted a resolution Monday.
making, them the 12th senate in
the system, that declared a vote
of "no confidence" in CSU
leadership.
Ruth Yaffe, senate chairwoman, said the vote was not an
indictment of any individual in
the system. but of the entity as a
whole.
The resolution calls for a task
force to be organized to study
the relationship between the 20
campuses and the Chancellor’s
office.

Lawyers often defend issues and
people that they don’t always believe in.
But for Edward P. Davis Jr..
this is not the case.
The 42-year-old Davis is a partner in the San Jose office of
Pillsbury, Madison, & Sutra and
has been the main attorney for the
San Jose Mercury News for 10
years. Davis. who specializes in
media law, said he believes that
the key to a democracy is openness.
"I’m lucky," he said. "I’m one
of the few lawyers that believes in
what he is doing."
The Stanford and Santa Clara
University Law School graduate
spoke at SJSU Wednesday as part
of a series of lectures on the First
Amendment.
"In my view, it is difficult for
the media to be completely accurate if they don’t have access to the
information," Davis told a crowd
of 15 gathered in Engineering
Room 287.
"The First Amendment rights
are of no value if you can’t get infirmation," Davis said. "Openness is the key to a democratic soc iet y .
However, Davis pointed out that
there are legitimate justifications to
keep things secret.
The details from a police investigation to insure a witness’s safety
was one example Davis gave.
"But those are rare excep-

’The First
Amendment
rights are of no
value if you can’t
get information.
Edward P. Davis Jr.,
Attorney

he said.
Davis touched upon the recent
actions by the California State University Board of Trustees involving executive pay raises and the
University Police Department concerning the confiscation of a Spartan Daily photographer’s film .
The CSU board created an uproar when it approved raises for
top executives in closed session
a clear
with no public debate
violation of open meeting laws.
Davis said.
"That decision should have
been made in public," he said.
The raises were approved in
closed meetings last fall but were
not announced until the media
caught wind of them, he said.
Because the board anticipated a
controversy about the raises if information got out, it had "no intention of releasing it until Jan. I
See DAVIS. hack page
(ions...

Jim Mohs
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Ed Davis, the attorney for the San Jose Mercury News. discusses
with students on Wednesday the public’s right to access information.

UPD exercises more caution
in latest campus bomb scare

College
benefits
discussed
By Jamie Pitts
Daily staff writer
Local high school students woe
given a tour of the SJSU campus.
fed Portuguese linguica sandwiches and told what they can expect at college in hopes of enticing
them to go to college, said Tereza
Lopes.
Because few Portuguese students attend college. Club Lusitania. a SJSU Portugese student a,
sociation. held its second annual
Portuguese-American College Encounter on Tuesday. said Lopes.
the club’s president.
"A lot of Portugese students in
this generation are first-born and
their parents do not speak English.
They’re not aware of the opportunities of a college education. Close
family tics and traditional values
are very strong," Lopes said.
Associated Students gave the
club $800 to put on the second anSee TOUR. back page

Spartan baseball tans might he
handed some reading material
upon their nest ellifill1CC at Municipal Stadium.
Athletic Director Randy Hoffman recently sent a memo to baseball coach Sam Piraro asking him
to write an open letter to the SJSU
baseball fans telling them to refrain
from using abusive language at the
games.
The request stemmed from a letter. that SJSU President Gail Fullerton’s office received complaining about the behavior of
Spartan fans
The letter contained a reference
to a specific incident in which a fan
made a "low class remark about an
opposing coach’s inother.’ said
Rich Chew, the associate athletic
director.
Chew said he believes that the
coach’s mother had recently died.
Dan Buerger. the executive assistant to the president, couldn’t
lind a copy at the complaint. hut
said, "As I recall, I think it (the incident in question) was beyond obnoxious."
Buerger said that Fullerton’s office, which passed along the letter
to Hoffman. (lid not request Hoffman to take action.
"Letters conic to the president
because people don’t knovr where

them." BUCIVci said \\
them to the appropriate
manager and they decide whether
to take action...
Hollnian was not available for
comment.
This complaint about boisterous
SJSU fans was not the first complaint received this year.
An incident occured Jan 27 involving rec center security personel and basketball fans sitting in
Section IS. according to an earlier
Spartan Daily article. Two fans
were ejected for standing up during
the closing minutes of the California State University, Long Beach
game.
Complaints of rowdiness and
prolanity. and the fact that the student section was located above the
area where v kiting teams’ family
and friends sat led to the clash, the
article said.
According to the piece, head
basketball coach Stan Morrison
and Dean Batt, dean of student
services, said the enthusiasm from
the section was positive.
Piraro has yet to write the letter.
"I’m going to sit down with
(Chew) and see if it’s necessary,"
Piraro said. "If I’m told to do it,
I’m going to do it."
I laffman "has advised me to do
it.’ ’ he said. ’He would like me ti,
do it."
See FANS, hack pag.
,end
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SJSU students wait in front of the Engineering building

II

The Engineering building was
evacuated Wednesday after the
UPD received a phone call that apparently indicated that a bomb
would go off sometime before 11
a.m., according to a department
assistant dean.
Richard A. Staley. spokesman
for the University Police Department, said the UPD dispatcher received the call around 10:05 a.m.
Bob Trammell, assistant dean of
engineering, said the department
usually ignores such threats, especially around midterm time, but
took this one more seriously because of recent events.
Last week, a bomb went off in
the plaza on Seventh Street.
In other incidents on Sunday and
lvlonday, an organization called
Earth Night Action claimed to
have knocked down power lines
serving Santa Cruz County residents, and said it would continue
to take more actions.

The department
usually ignores such
threats, especially
around midterm time,
an official said, but
took this one more
seriously because of
recent events.
"Because of the particular twist
(in this case), we didn’t ignore it,"
Trammell said.
Trammell said a UPD officer
came by around 10:30 a.m. and indicated that a bomb would go off
just before II a.m. Staley, who
didn’t know when the bomb was
supposedly set to go off, said the
UPD and the engineering depart-

ment made the decision to evacuate the building.
Trammell, who said he didn’t
want to take any chances, hit a fire
alarm to begin the evacuation.
After the building was evacuated.
the area was cordoned off to keep
people away.
According to Trammell. members of the UPD, the engineering
department and the head custodian
in the Engineering building then
divided into groups to search each
room. The search, which came up
empty. lasted until noon. At that
time, people were let back into the
building.
"Probably things will die down
after the exam period," Trammell
said.
Staley said there was no apparent connection between the bomb
that went off on Seventh Street and
the recent threat in the Engineering
building. He couldn’t discuss any
specifics of either case because
they are both still under investigation.
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Statesman Journal. Salem, Ore.
on the Soviet Union
Democi.b..% hic,,kilig Lii in Ow heartland 1 th
Soviet Union in a way that contradicts the ioeu that
voters stick with the safety of what they know -- or
that Soviet voters are less ready than others to run
know
their sov:vnielt viivesners
the Communist Party. hut
large numbers are turning to the uncertainties of &wocrat Thic ree Isopemei din wsteitadh w.
hich this is progressing is
less a miracle than the transformations that have bus
ken upon the nations of Eastern Europe that were ()me
underrheStonieut)stliodnriainm:ti
dramatic changeis taking place in itiC
Slavic republics of Russia, Byelorussia and the CI,
raine. which represent two-thirds of the nation’s

Editorial

Encourage fans
not silence
You may be disturbing one
players on the field or someone sutini:
nem you in the stands
Yes, fans are now tausing such a disturbance at Spartan baseball games that Athletic
Director Randy Hoffman has decided to ask
Spartan Head Coach Sam Piraro to draft a letter
to he handed out at home games asking the fans
it) refrain from using abusive language.
The request comes alter a disturbed fan
sent a letter to the office of SJSI! President Gail
Fullerton complaining about the behavior of
somepeople at a game.
This is yet another example of the athleitt
tkpartment stifling the desperately needed student support at sporting events.
Fans were first told at football games to
keep the noise level down because the other
team couldn’t hear themselves call out signals.
Then students were thrown out of a Spartan basketball game in January because they were
rowdy, vulgar and vocal, according to Gavin
Green, the acting Event Center manager.
Now, fans attending the baseball games
are being told to keep it down so the opposing
team’s players won’t feel they are being picked
on.
It is the students that are being picked on.
For years. the administration has been crying that Ian support has been lacking at sporting
events. But now that the fans are turning out to
see the Spartans. they are apparently making too
much noise. What does the department want’?
The department has not done a good job of
marketing the teams and people are taking it
upon themselves to support Spartan athletics.
Nothing is said at these events that isn’t
said at professional baseball, basketball or football games. Why should the treatment of Spartan fans he any different’?
By word of mouth, more and more people
have begun attending Spartan sporting events.
These efforts should he appreciated, not punished.

Letters to the Editor
Something wrong in policy
Editor.
I recently came to SJSU from Washington. D.C.
where nearly all of the Atutlents carried out-of-state
driver’s licenses. Your article on the Spartan Pub that
ran in the April 25 issue of the Spartan Daily on the
Spartan Pub ID policy intrigued me.
Let me see if I have it straight now. The Spartan
Pub will not admit patrons who carry valid out-ofstate licenses. They will admit patrons who show a
California ID issued by the Department of Motor Vehicles. In order to get such an ID, the only document
one must present is a valid out-of-state license.
Is there something wrong here’?
Alchin Neilsen
Associate professor
English

Letter policy
Spartan Daily welcomes letters to the editor. All letters may be edited for grammar, libel and
length. The writer’s name, class level, major and
home phone number (not jar publication) must accompanv. all letters. Letters may be delivered to the
Spartan Daily newsroom in Walhquist Library.
North 104 or the Student Union information desk
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Hypocritical stance should change
Earth Day, what a wonderful
idea.
Getting people together and saving the environment, making the
planet a better place to live for future generations. conserving precious natural resources -- noble
goals all.
It’s also great to see prominent
campus personalities getting behind the movement, especially
ones such as SJSU President Gail
Fullerton.
It would be a good question.
however, to ask how much of this
support for a cleaner earth is real.
The April 1K issue of the Spartan Daily featured a page one
photo of Fullerton standing next to
students holding a sign sayinr
"One year since Exxon’s oil si,111
and San Jose is still fighting ii
mass transit.’’
The students had created the
sign ostensibl to show that, although we continue to pollute
beaches and air, the city is still
stalled when it comes to hooking
up with the rest of the Bay Area
Rapid Transit System and even
getting a light rail train across
town.
It’s disturbing to see Fullerton.
who represents the university, near
such a sign and event. when SJSt
has been doing public relations
work for oil companies before. Especially after the director for the
environmental group SAFER said
Fullerton had "made a commitment" to the env iromental cause.
For example. last February

university has no right to tell them
how to run it.
But, if the universiy is concerned about the environment, it’s
hypocritcal to take a gift that came
from businesses that have an interest in not caring about the environment.
SJSU takes money from corporate sponsors all the time. When
faced with the budget problems
brought on by lowered state revenue, misspending and such, it
needs to solicit cash from private
sources to keep the quality of eduIt would be a good
cation up.
question, however,
But it’s time for the administrato take a look at where a gift
to ask how much of tion
came from and balance it against
this support for a
what it says it’s committed to.
Like Earth Day.
cleaner earth is real.
It’s not that SJSU should stop
collecting grants, or keep collectChevron Corp. donated one acre of ing them, but grand save-the-earthland to the university for its labs in statements in the face of taking
Monterey. At the time. Fullerton money from a company which
said in a written statement that the isn’t so inclined to save any planet
gift. "plays a major role in the re- doesn’t make sense. The students,
birth of the teaching facility."
staff and faculty members of
And that’s a good thing. After SJSU, as well as the community,
all. the Oct. 17 earthquake leveled deserve to know where the adminmost of the labs and the land will istration really stands on saving the
allow for expansion, along with environment.
the rebuilding of the facility.
Quit taking dirty, big business
Still, assuming there is a univer- money.
sity oimmitment to environmental
Or, quit taking earth-first
issues, a grant like this has to be stands.
considered blood money.
Or. accept the hypocrisy of
Chevron and the oil companies doing both. But, let the adminstramake money by exploiting natural tion say it out in the open.
resources. For better or worse, it’s
Robert Neill is a Daily staff
the nature of their business and the writer.
REPORTERS’ FORUM

Movies portray Asians in stereotypes

Editorial policy

For those of you that saw the
The editorials that appear at the upper lefthaml column of the Forum page reflect the majority film "Pretty Woman," you got
opinion of the Spartan Daily Editorial Board. The two hours of light entertainment.
There were many funny scenes,
board is made up of the Daily editors.
hut one sticks out.
The character played by Richard
Gerc is a multi -millionaire that has
made his living as a corporate
raider. He wants to leave a posh
Pubt,shed to, the University and the Univoisity Community
party at the Beverly Hills house of
by the Department of Journalism and Mass
his lawyer.
Communications Since 1934
But he can’t. His limousine has
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I laughed because I found it
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funny that I understood what the
parking attendents had said.
Then I wondered why everybody else in the crowd made up
mostly of non-Asians laughed.
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To someone that is
non -Asian, this
would probably be
very funny.
apparently spoke little or no English and looked very foolish had
anything to do with it.
To me (I’m of Cantonese heritage). this wouldn’t make it a
funny scene.
To someone that is non-Asian.
this would probably be very funny.
Did the producers of the film
think that by making the parking
attendents Asian the scene would
be funnier’? I’m inclined to think
so.
Would the scene have worked if
the parking attendents were Danish
or French? Probably not.
Why it was a funnier scene with
Asian parking attendents is something I can’t answer. Maybe this is
one of the ways that society views

Asians.
I’d like to think that I’m not
bumbling idiot like the parking attendents were portrayed. Hopefully, when people see me on the
street, they won’t think I am.
Racial stereotypes have been
perpetuated throughout history.
Hollywood’s movies have been no
different.
Unfortunately. the way the parking attendents were portrayed
plus many other stereotypes
are the way Asians are perceived
by many people.
industry
The entertainment
should he more sensitive to this.
For the most part, the stereotypes
that are perpetuated in the movies
and TV aren’t true.
Hop Sing on "Bonanza". Arnold on "Happy Days" and Bruce
Lee were some of the few Asians
on TV and in films when I was
growing up. Obviously, these
characters are not indicative of all
Asians.
More recent films and TV shows
still stereotype Asians. Arnold has
turned into Mr. Miyagi of the
"Karate Kid" films.
Aside from Pat Morita. when
was the last time you saw an Asian
play the lead in a major film or TV
show in a real -life situation’?
People love to watch their favorite TV shows and movies. They
also believe what is said in
them too much so at times.
Harry Mak is a Daily staff
writer.

ulatiosnu.pporters of democratic reform movements iii
this key region began turning out Communist Paiis
candidates in runoff elections days after the So% let
Congress legalized a multiple-party system.
Although it is too early to determine the total implications of this voting, it would appear that the So
viet Union itself is firmly in the grip of a revolution.
The peaceful revolution of the ballot box appears to be
sweeping aside the heirs of the bloody 1917 Bolshevik
Revolution.
The implications of a pluralistic Soviet Union
that runs from the bottom up. rather than as it has
been, from the top down, is almost too much to grasp
for minds honed on this century’s decades of hot and
cold wars.
The Wichita (Kan.) Eagle
on the Soviet Union
As the Baltic states ot Estonia and Latvia line up
beside the Republic of Lithuania in acting to end their
occupation by Soviet troops. Soviet leaders should
consider where their nation’s best interests lie.
Is it in trying to force the Baltics to be a part at
the Soviet Union that forcibly and illegally "an.
flexed" them 50 years ago. thus leaving a perpetuall
hostile tier of constituent republics on its western border?
Or is it in working with the Baltics to end the ti,
viet occupation as efficiently and quickly as possil,
and having a neutral but potentially friendly tier of in
dependent nations along the western border instead?
Clearly, the Soviet Union’s long-term inter,arc better served by the latter alternative. It’s just
clear that only brute force could stop the Baltic in,
that would tl,
pendence movement now a move
stroy utterly any Soviet claims of being a changed so
ciety
Riverside (Calif.) Press-Enterprise
on Lithuania
Mikhail Gorbachev has built up a pretty substan
tial surplus of good will with the West over the last
few years. Now, finally, in Lithuania, he’s having to
spend some of those savings. ...
Stepping up military exercises on the Lithuanian
border will cost him some. Ordering all Lithuanians to
turn in their guns to Soviet authorities will cost him.
Parading armored personnel carriers through the
streets of Vilnius will cost him. ...
Events are moving right along on this front, and
they’re following old ruts....
Back in January. after the Lithuanian Communist
Party voted to break away from the Soviet national
party, ... Gorbachev became the first Soviet leader to
visit there since the Soviets took over in 1940. He
spent three days, with political leaders, in the streets,
in a factory. Everywhere he raised the most pragmatic
reasons against Lithuania’s secession from the
U.S.S.R. But there were nationalist rallies in the
squares: The process already was under way.
At that point ... Gorbachev, looking reluctant as
could be, left the impression he might ultimately tolerate it. Now no one is quite so sure that the old rules
haven’t been reinstated.
Lithuania may yet rediscover that what it thought
to he no leash was really just a long one.
i
The News and Courier. Charleston, S.C.
on Lithuania
Much as (Mikhail; Gorbachev would hate it
admit it, Lithuania’s secession has been a boon ti,
Moscow because it helps deflect growing unrest else
where in the USSR with the abject failure of pet
troika to resuscitate the Soviet economy.
There is nothing like an affront to national honor
to take people’s minds off empty store shelves. It is a
tactic that has been used successfully throughout Soviet history to rally the disaffected populace round the
Kremlin.
As Moscow and Vilnius jockey for position at
the bargaining table, the silence from Washington is
deafening.
Surely Lithuania’s bid for independence did not
catch the Bush administration by surprise. (Lithuania
President Vytautas) Landbergis already has issued a
respectful petition to the United States and the other
democracies for recognition, yet President George
Bush so far has failed to respond, at least publicly.
No doubt the telephone lines between the White
House, the Kremlin and Vilnius have seen some
heavy traffic recently. What was said’? Moreover.
where does President Bush stand’?
Lithuania wants to know. We want to know.
The Keene (N.H.) Sentinel
on the cost of sugar
Why, one ’night wonder, would anyone spend
good money to put an ad on TV
week after week.
year after year
telling us how cheap sugar is’?
The answer is that it isn’t true.
Political action committees affiliated with sugai
producers hand out about $1 million each election
year to sweet-toothed congressmen on key committees. No connection, of course, but Congress has imposed very strict quotas on sugar imports, the kinds of
quotas American trade representatives complain
loudly about when the Japanese put them on beef, citrus fruit and rice.
According to Citizens for a Sound Economy. a
free-trade lobby, Americans pay the highest price for
sugar of any western nation
three times the average
of what the rest of the world pays. A Department of
Commerce study shows that sugar quotas cost American consumers $3 billion a year.
The quotas also keep the prices of artificial
sweeteners and other sweeteners such as corn syrup
about $2 billion a year higher than would otherwise be
the case.
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Corps celebrates
with conservation
The California Conservation
Corps (CCC) will be reconstructing a 2.5 mile hiking trail in Santa
Cruz County that was at the epicenter of the Oct. 17 earthquake in
celebration of "CCC Day."
"CCC Day," to he celebrated
Friday, will consist of corps members from the IN conservation
corps centers participating in seven
work celebrations, doing tree planting. dune stabilization, trail construction, and fencing throughout
California.
The corps, which has been in
operation for 14 years, hires men
and women between the ages of IN
and 23 for a year of natural resource work.

tact Father Bob Leger at (4011) 2
0204, or Michael Reardon t4bt

992-1975

Chinese reformers
remembered with play
al Santa (

are bringing Iasi year’s Tiananmen Square massacre closer to
home with a play centering on the
Chinese pro -democracy demonstrators.
The play. aptly titled "Tiananmen Square," was written and directed by SCU Chinese American
student Yau-Gene
Yow-Genel
Chan and stars him as well.
Ally

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. The
deadline for entries is 10 a.m. No
Phone-in items will be accepted.
TODAY
AFRICAN STEP SHOW COUNCIL ’90: End
of lee year meeting - mandatory!, 9 p.m.,
African American Studies Building DD. Call
292-8750
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Meeting,
noon. Campus Christian Center
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE: New members, need your manpower
for the last events of May. Meeting at 5:30
pm
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY: Dr. Joan and Dr. Hal Todd will present a historical drama and Irish poetry by
Frank O’Connor, 1130 am to 1 p.m.. AS
Council Chambers (Room 359 in Student
Union) Call 295-0415
GAY LESBIAN AND BISEXUAL ALLIANCE: 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Room Call 236-2002
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Juma
(Friday) Prayers. 1250 p.m.. Islamic Center
(325 N. 3rd St ) Call 947-9389.
SCTA: Speaker. Doris Jackson on classroom management and discipline. 3 p.m. to
4 p.m., Sweeney Hall (Room 331). Call 2989603.
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown Bag
Lunches, noon to 1:30 p.m., Admin. 223.
Call 924-5930
BIO STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Recruiting Drive 1 30 p in DH 249
MU ALPHA GAMMA: Magazine day, 8 30
a.m. to 2:15 p.m., S.U. Call 253-0589 or
395-9052.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION: Careers in Corporate Finance. 5
pm.S.U. Costanoan Room. BC 208 for
more info
HISTORY DEPARTMENT: Spanish film festival. film #4, "Valentina, (English subtitles). 6.30 p m . IRC 306. Call 924-5528
RECREATION STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: RAD DAY, Recreation Avareness
Day. 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.. SPX 211. Call 4475278.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Matthew’s Gospel, A
dramatic reading from memory by actor Michael Reardon. 7 p.m Campus Ministry
Chapel. 10th and San Carlos Call 2980204
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Career exploration by computer.
11 am .BC 13 Call 924-6030
CLUB LUSITANIA: International food bazaar. 10 30 am to 230 pm . 7th Street
Call 997-1286
OHANA OF HAWAII: International food bazaar. 9 a in to 2 p m. 7th Street. Call 9247942
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Last meeting
of the semester all members are urged to
attend to vole for next semester officers, 7
p m . S U. Council Chambers Call 2576050
PHYSICS SEMINAR: Speaker. F Herman
of IBM Almaden on Magnetism in Transition Metals. 1 30 pm Sci Bldg 251 Call
924-5267
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS FELLOWSHIP:
Bible study, fellowship. noon. S U Council
Chambers Call 268-1411
CYCLING CLUB: Weekly meeting, 7 pm.
S U Montalvo Room call 292-2511

FRIDAY
HISTORY DEPARTMENT: Spanish film festival, film #5, "Women on the Verge of a
Nervous Breakdown,- (English subtitles).
6 30 p.m . IRC 306 Call 924-5528
PRE-MED CLUB: Remember UCSF trip
9.30 am , well meet behind DH, 7th arid
San Salvador, car pool.
SAN JOSE STATE FOLK DANCERS:
Calss and requests, beg. int. kolo (drop-ins
welcome), 8 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., Women’s
Gym, SPX 89. Call 293-1302 or 287-6369.
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE: Dance, 9 p.m to 12 45 a.m., S U Ballroom. Call 280-6103.
BUL-LYT: Literary reading, faculty pre
venting their own poetry and prose, 2.30
p.m., Spartan Memorail Chapel. Call 5590645
SATURDAY
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: EU./
Prayer and Party, 11 a m to 4 p.m
INDIA STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (ISA):
Picnic (w BBO. sports. etc.), 11 am to 5
p m . Alum Rock Park. San Jose Call 248
7838
SUNDAY
BLACK GRADUATION: Meeting. 7 p.m
African American Building Call 281-1372.
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Meeting 1
Shirt Making, 730 p rri . Randy s Apartment
Call 292-7599
MONDAY
A.S.P.B.: Reggae cover band Dread Zeppelin, noon, all. Ampitheatre. Call 924-6261
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY: Fundraising Bakesale, 8 a.m. to
noon, in front of SJSU. Call 779-9262: Executive Board Meeting, 1:30 p.m. to 230 pm
S U Montalvo Room Call 295-0415,
DEPT. OF ANTHROPOLOGY AND CYBERNETIC SYSTEMS AND RELIGIOUS
STUDIES PROGRAM: Slides and lecture
From Babylon to Baghdad: by Dr Mira
Zussman, 3 p.m. to 5 p.m., BC312. Call 9245712
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LONG BEACH tAP) - W.
Ann Reynolds. who resigned last
week as chancellor of California
State University alter accepting a
secret 43 percent pay, raise, could
earn $104.000 next year as a nonteaching professor, officials said.
But university trustees said
Monday they had not accepted her
offer to become a "trustee professor" after she steps down as chancellor on Dec. 31.
The trustees are scheduled to
consider the proposal at a meeting

next month.
The CSU board created the
trustee professorship in 1984 to
help outgoing presidents, vice
chancellors and chancellors. Stephen Horn, who resigned as president of the university’s Long

intense scrutiny %MCC it was reported that her annual salary was
raised on Jan 1 from $136.(XK) to
SI95.000
The increase angered CSU faculty and staff and prompted the
trustees to rescind the raise. On

Beach campus in 1987, held a similar professor’s post and now teache, political scienve.
Reynolds said she plans to use
her year off to hone her skills as a
ioologist.

MO 1 the chancellor’s pa), will
drop to 5141.0(8) annually - a 4

Reynolds’ pay has been under

YesterDaily
The Togo’s sandwich shop on
William Street near Eighth Street
has been the victim of two armed
robberies, probably by the same
suspect, in the past two weeks,
according to Jose Monies a detective with the San Jose Police Department.
I I

IFYI1S111011 as possibit-

hut you can’t run the railroad with
a lame duck in there, said (rusk.,
Jim Gray. a Long Read! Franke:
"I would expect that at the Ma..
tnistees’ meeting, probable a H
simnel session would be au,
discuss her request
Board Chairwoman Nlatimih,
Lansdale also emphasized that Mc
trustees had yet to approve Rey
nolds plans.

Raises for 2h other CSU executives also were revoked, rolling
back the pay of Cal State Long
Beach President Curtis McCray,
for example. from S130,000 to
S I I 4 2 (N)

" Iler recommendations ha
not been ratified by the board.
Lansdale said. "That will he dis
cussed in May. She added that at
the meeting she plans to appoint .1
committee to find a new chancel

Reynolds. who announced her
resignation on Friday. said she was
considering a three-month leave of
absence from her post beginning
Oct. I . But trustees said Monday
they had yet to accept the leave.
"I don’t begrudge her making it

draft.

for

Reynolds has named Executisi
Vice Chancellor Herb Caner to
serve as interim chancellor.

KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP
" Rock ’n Roll Barbers "
Tues. - Fri. : 9 am - 6 pm
Sat. : 8am-4 pm
318 South 10th Street, San Jose
279 - 9955
(Next to Robert’s Bookstore)

10 % OFF NEXXUS PRODUCTS

Communicate In Color

MEDEX DRUGS

Now At Kinko’s
Canon Color Loser Copies!

VARIETY DISCOUNT STORE
dill E Santa Clara Street, San Jose, (7A 95113
(Corner of Santa (’Inra & 9t5 St.,

TEL: (408) 292-8244

its smooth a

percent increase over Iasi year.

Former standout SJSU running
hack Johnny Johnson was drafted
Monday by the Phoenix Cardinals.
almost six months after he was lei
go by ex -Spartans head coach
Claude Gilbert.
Johnson was chosen in the secenth round and was the 169th
player taken overall in the NEI

(408) 279-2,82

Everyday low prices on
.smoNWIA
SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
*VI
Special discount for Student
DRUG STORES
on PRESCRIPTIONS.
Complete line of NBA products.

7.rtiRT r.n)

Open

Presentations

Transparencies

Displays
Charts/Graphs

Sales Flyers
Even Copy From Slides’

Early, Late, & Weekends
295-4336

BRAND

kinkoss.

the copy center

310 S. Third St.
(Across from McDonald’s)

This is it...graduation time !

#

’Tell a special grad just how proud/flabbergasted/thrilled
you are about this great occasion with a Spartan Daily

grad ad
Students - place a personalized message in the special "Grad Ad" section of the Spartan
Daily (which will run on May 16th, the last issue of the Fall semester) by stopping by
our booth in front of the Student Union from 11:00 am - 1:30 pm,May 7 - 10.*
You can order your "Grad Ad" in a variety of sizes -- examples and pnces are
shown below. Or if you’d like, design your own "Grad Ad" with illustrations,
photos, or signatures.

2

4

C.
Kare n -

Max 0 Malley.
You’ve finally made it’
CONGRATULATIONS!

Collura t

LOVE,
Sarah

Anj exOUSe

t 0 part 9,

OTHER
BLACK MASQUE: Pot luck dinner scrapbook. 6 p m April 29, Helen’s House
Change of application deadline by 3 p.m
Box 125, April 23 Call 554-9332.
BEETHOVEN CENTER: Lecture on Beethoven’s Sixth and Seventh Symphonies by Dr
Alfred Kanwischer, 7.30 p m, Concert Hail

right?

Call 924-4590.
A.S.P.B.: Wendy Wall and the Natural Won
ders jazz ensemble. May 16. noon. S U
Ampitheatre, Fountain Blues Festival, May
6. noon, Tower Lawn Call 924-6261
ART DEPARTMENT GALLERIES: Char
’table Inventions April 24.May 10 Mon
Thur 11 a m to 4 p m Tues evenings ti
p m to 8 p m . Art Building. Gallery I C,ili
424-4328 or 924-4327
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION: FMA awards banquet. May 4, 6 p m
Pedro ’s in Santa Clara. BC 208 for more
info
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION: Election for fall ’90 officers, May 2,
415. BC 214. for applications BC 208
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE: Janet Jackson concert tickets for
raffle, April 24 to 27, all day, look for Janet
Jackson poster in front of S U Call 258
3331.
SJSU HEALTH SCIENCE GRADUATE
STUDIES: ’Alive arid well in the 1990s
SJSU student health fair, May 7th, 10 a.m
to 2 p m S.0 main level and Umunhum
roorn Call (4151 322-8126

3

Reynold’s position to be discussed

It is a fictional account of the activities. emotions and sacrifices of
Because numy students are tun
three Beijing University students
during the reform demonstrations on campus every day. YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
CCC. call toll -free 1 -800-952 - at Tiananmen Square.
the previous day’ stop stories.
JOBS.
"The deaths of the students at
More than S13,000 in computer
Tiananmen Square shouldn’t be
forgotten." said Chan. "I want to equipment was stolen from the
Special lighting
paint a human face on the counseling services department
at Campus ministry
movement. Death becomes real and an assistant professor of geolSpecial lighting provided by when you know the victim’s ogy last Thursday.
According to the University PoPatrick Lane will enhance the name."
lice Department there were no
’Gospel of Matthew’ at the SJSU
The play begins with a "powerCampus Ministry Center today, as ful, audio-visual film presenta- signs of a forced entry to gain the
Michael Reardon presents a dra- tion," and examines the motiva- Macintosh computers, software
matic proclamation following the tions of the three students, their and peripherals, and a key may
have been used to gain access to us
Jerusalem Bible text.
family backgrounds and their
Working together to "honor the struggles to overcome the social many as eight different rooms, said
word of God as a unique mystery barriers that block their efforts in Richard A. Staley, public information officer for the UPD.
of proclamation," Lane and Rear- trying to achieve democracy.
don have proclaimed the gospel in
over 5(8) cities throughout the
"If, by fate, we Americans had
United States and in several coun- been born in China instead of the
tries.
United States, the students slaughThe performance will be at 7 tered at the Square could have been
p.m. For more information, con- us,- Chan said.

SpartaGuide

H

"treons’es’eeree’s

Here’s how to place a "Grad Ad" in 3 easy steps:
STUDENT ORDER FORM

1. Choose size.

A. 2"xl" - $6.23

13. 2"x 2" - $12.46

C. 2"x 3" - $18.69

2. Tell us what you want to say. Please keep in mind that you can only fit so
many words in the ad spaces, especially if there is artwork included.

3. Pay by cash or personal check.
*Order forms may be turned in to the Spartan Daily WLN 135 up until Thursday, May 9th.
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Knicks hope Oakley
rebounds from injury

Women golfers
get ready for
championship
By Lawrence J. Salbibury
Daily Me writer
1’ route to

a national champion
ship detense. the women’s pill
team v.iin the Big West champion
ship ,ii the Almaden Country Club
Tuesday by. 49 strokes over second
place San Diego State.
The national championship will
begin May 23 at Arthur Hills in
Hilton Head, N.C.
Four of the top five finishers in
Tuesday’s tournament were Spartans, with overall winner Pat Hurst
shooting a 5-under par 211 (70-7170) to heat second place finisher
Joann Walker of San Diego State
by 12 strokes.
"She shot in the low numbers
that she’s capable of. I think she’s
just reaching her peak at the right
time. said SJSU coach Mark
Gale.
Gale credits Hursrs improved
play in recent tournaments on a
new mental attitude.
"She went out and hit the ball
without worrying about her score
or what would happen and as a result she has hit the ball very well,"
Gale said.
The other Spartans in the top
five were third place Tracy Hanson
177-72-78-2271. fourth place Dina
(78-78-73-229),
Ammaccapane
and fifth place Ninni Sterner (7780-79-236).
Eve Dhalhack. who played on
last year’s national championship
team, played as an individual and
would have finished fourth if she

SPARTAN

SPORTS
had been on uh cauui, Odic said.
In collegiate golf, each team can
enter only five golfers in any tournament, although the rest can play
as individuals.
The team was ranked second in
the country before the tournament
and Hurst was ranked eighth as an
individual
Gale expects that she will he
third alter her Big West victory
and that the top four women will
he in the top If,.
At their last tournament in
Tempe. Ariz., the women’s team
finished third. The Spartans’ last
tournament before the national
championship will he May 7-8. at
El Cajon Singing Hills near San
Diego.
"We use these tournaments to
learn and get better," Gale said.
"We still made some mistakes
that we can’t make in the National
championships and come out a
Special to the Daily
Ken Wong
winner, hull think we’re ready."
The Spartans have won the na- SJSU golfer Pat Hurst chips into the’ green 011 the third hole of the Almational championship two of the last
den Country Club golf course. She is the defending N CAA champion.
three years and have finished in the
top 10 the last five years.
With four freshmen and only ccss.
one senior on this year’s team,
"With this team we should di,
Gale is confident of continued sue - well for quite a while," Gale said.

Fencing team fights to regain glory
By Mark Smith
Deity staff writer
With a history of glory, the once
mighty SJSU fencing team is trying to make a comback.
Before being dropped by the
athletic department, the former
Spartan fencing team boasted
countless All-Americans and five
Olympians during the ’70’s and
early ’80’s.
Now, the current fencing squad
does not even have club status, let
alone the sanction by the SJSU athletic department. The program is
under the jurisdiction of the human
performance department and has
enough interest to form a competitive team.
Another fencing organization
that calls itself the SJSU fencing
club, competes out of the San Jose
Fencing Center but does not have a
charter and has not competed for
SJSU in two years.
"There is no glory." said Peter
Burchard, who acts as the coach.
"They practice hard and enjoy
what they are doing."
In the squad’s most recent tournament at San Francisco State,
which used to he the NCAA Western Tournament but is now called
the Marki Invitational, the women’s squad took second place over-

49ers coach
happy with
draft choices
SANTA CLARA. Calif. (Al)
Coach George Seifert says the
San Francisco 49ers, who will he
shooting for an uprecedented third
straight Super Bowl title next season, are stocked now with "a
good. sound group of players."
He adds, "There will he some
changes, I imagine."
"At the same time, there is a
certain sense of security with the
veteran players and the leaders
we’ve had in the past. So the guys
who heat them out are going to
have to be pretty good."
The most important of the newcomers selected in this week’s
draft of college talent is first-round
pick Dexter Carter. the 5-foot-9.
170-pound tailback and kick returner from Florida State.
Carter runs 40 yards in 4.4 seconds and is expected to display that
speed as a kickoff returner, as well
as seeing spot duty at running hack
and wide receiver.
Cornerback Tim McKyer and
running hack Terrence Flagler,
who both were unhappy playing
for the 49ers, were traded this
week
McKyer to Miami and
Flagler to Dallas. But their departures don’t figure to hurt the team.
The 49ers added another cornerback to their depth charts, too.
drafting Eric Davis out of Jacksonville State in the second round.

all on Saturday, April 21.
Other teams competing %%ere
Cal, UC-Davis, San Francisco
City College, and the host, San
Francisco State.
On Sunday, April 22. Kim
Moates, who has only been fencing for a year-and-a-half. placed
second in the individual competition. Felkm. squad member Ona
Brazwell tied for third place.
Even thougtr-themeres---squad
did not fair well on Saturday, individually they dominated the top
five positions. Willie Brown finished first, Daniel Grove finished
third and Chuck Wong finished
fifth.
The squad could only compete
in the foil competition because of
the limited number of members
present.
Several squad members were
competing in Palo Alto for the
qualifying rounds of the U.S.
Fencing Association Championship, which were "stupidly"
scheduled simultaneously with the
Marki Invitational, said Burchard.
Because the squad isn’t sactinned as a club, many of it’s members have other outside commitments that interfere.
In two previous meets earlier
this semester, they swept both San

’There is no
glory. They
practice hard and
enjoy what they
are doing.’
Peter Burchard.
fe_ncing squad coach
Francisco State and San Franc
City College respectively.
In competition, there are three
styles of fencing weapons: foil.
sabre and epee.
The only way to score with a foil
is to hit the body, hut not the arms.
legs and or head. The scoring is indicated if the foil hits the electronic
vest that is worn.
The sabre is designed in the old
U.S. cavalry style and fencers
score by hitting anything above the
waist.
When sabres were originallx
used it was on horse back, so the
legs were not easily exposed.
The Epee is a duelling sword.
and the event is also scored electronically.
The team this week has mil,
nutted a charter to leisure set
It) officially become a doh

I, tat IC1 (;,aklc is ill
Al’i
have to rebound trom a broken left
hand and get some rebounds
against the Boston Celtics it the
New York Knicks are going to
have a chance to rebound from a
10-20 season -ending slump.
Oakley, the Knicks’ leading re bounder with an II 9 average. has
been sidelined since March 20.
The cast was removed on April 16
and he was cleared to practice for
Thursday night’s playoff opener at
Boston.
The Knicks were 6-11 after

clinically
healed hut susceptible to another
fracture for a period of three
months. Oakley was put on New
York’s postscason roster, but a decision about his playing status max
not he invade until game day.
Knicks coach Stu
he Net
Jackson said. he is playing under
some risk and could reinjure the
hand
"I’m running well, and it was a
good practice." said Oakley. who
wore a soft cast for his first practice on Tuesday.
11111111.
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CREEK
NOW...GRADU ATE TO
A NEW TOYOTA WITH
NO MONEY DOWN!

CO

No payments for 90 days!

College grads with career -oriented jobs can
buy a new Toyota with NO MONEY DOWN’
We ye got a Toyota that s lust right for you
from the affordable TERCEL Coupe to the sporty MR2
sleek CELICA or roomy CAMAY And if you re into
trucking you know TOYOTA TRUCKS are
Kings of the Hill’ No matter which new
r
0’TOYOTA you want
,.,....,,
. P: 14* kir i t \,,
its included in this oiler,

’

r ,
’
(11-

1

Liirmifown,ft
Famous Directors Evoke
The Magic Of Spain
Almodovar-Bunuel-Saura
April 23: Blood Wedding
April 24: Nazarin
April 25: Fortunata ‘if
Jacinto
April 26: Valentina

HERE S HOW YOU QUALIFY:
* Graduate from a tour.year college or

graduate school within the next six months
You have one year from receipt of your
decree to take advantage of the provre

April 27: Women On The
Verge Of A Nervous
Breakdown

Call for details...
Tun Balistieri
Student Representative

* Have a verifiable otter for a lob that will
begin within 120 days of your purchase
with a salary sufficient to cover ordinary
living expenses and vehicle payments

Stories By:

Galdos-Lorca-Sender
6:30 P.M. Daily
IRC, Room 306

984-1234

TRUST US TO TREAT YOU RKHT.

Hosted By:

STEVENS CREEK
TOYOTA

SJSU History Dept.
Dr. Vasquez, Spanish
Historian, will provide
short commentaries.

TOYOTA
..11.511

4425 STEVENS CREEK BLVD SANTA CLARA 14081 984 -1234

Students1FacultylStaff

IBMK Personal System/2
Promotional Specials
Until February 15,1990, you can still get pre-configured IBM P5/2’ personal computer
packages at special savings! Call your local IBM Education Program Coordinator di
Photo & Sound Company for full details on ordering.

it.S.M.E.PRESENTS

HUMAN POWERED VEHICLE COMPETITION 1990

Configuration it I 1MB RAM, 20MB Fixed Disk (order e1i179209)

$2,299

IBM PS/2 Model 30 286

SANJOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

Configuration #2

1M13 RAM, 30MB Fixed Disk (order #6170210)

$2,799

I BM PS/2 Model 50Z
Configuration itt 2M13

RAM, nOMB Fixed Disk

(orcicr 46179211)

$3,499

IBM PS/2 Model 55/SX

Confi,,,:uration #4 - 4MB RAM, 60MB Fixed Disk It trdor stt,17Q2 I 2

IBM PS/2 Model 70-E61
FR1DAY,APRIL 27 5 PM

-

IRM P1117’sii LIZS: (with

STATIC JUDGING

printer xahlx.1

4201/003 Vroprinter III
4207/002 Vropri n ter X24E
4208/002 Vroprinter XL24E

MINSGYMPX6

SATURDAY, APRIL 28 8 AM-1 PM

$4,699
$399
$549
$669

Each configuration includes the IBM PS/2 Enhanced Keyboard, IBM Mouse, the 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Word, Microsoft Windows (286 or 386), Microsoft Excel Academic Version(except
Model 30286), hDC Windows Express, hDC Windows Manager, hDC Windows Color, Matesys File
Manager, IBM Mouse Pad, Diskette Case and Power Strip.
IBM,
Svstein
.‘ tr. rege.ler, ,1 I
ind Proprinter is a trademark of International Business Machine. 5 twporation

SPRINT RACE
1101111 FIRST AT TASMAN

SUNDAY, APRIL 298 AM-12 NOON

PHOTO &SOU N

ROAD RACE AROUND SJSU CAMPUS
...nsetnr: 7...

limb- 0
wcsst dFMC

firffEr_
F-vedigl

oice

ladasisil %idiot

&SAE a a man prehi cepnaaron

C

4

0

\l
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A
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IBM 1:P( Representative: I tune Beach

(408) 453-6220

Authorind
Persona!
Computv
Dosier
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Women’s bowling team in
search of win at nationals
14 Lisa Billigmeier
The SJSU women’s bowling
team, which is currently ranked
second in the nation. left Wednesday for the 1990 National Collegiate Bowling Championships in
Portland. Ore.
The team that boasts two First
Team Collegiate All-Americans.
Lynda Norry and Karen Postelwait, is expected to make the finals. The final matches will be
televised by ESPN in May. said
Terry Gregory, one of the team’s
coaches.
"They have a good chance of
winning it. but I definately think
they will make the top three in the
televised format." Gregory said.
The women’s bowling team,
which is not sanctioned by SJSU,
has finished second in the nation in
both 1987 and 1988 and placed
fifth last year.
"We have been in the top five
since 1976," said Gregory.
Norry who was announced AllAmerican for the fourth year in a
row last week, an honor held by
only three others, was named Most

Shannon M Slamon

TAMPA. Fla. (API Little
League officials say extra protective gear is not justified, even
though a federal study documented
nearly two dozen children who
died after being hit in the chest by
baseballs.
The latest incident occurred
when 10-year-old William Ryan
Wojick was hit by a pitch as he
hatted during a game here March
18. The impact of the ball stopped
his heart and he died at a hospital
45 m Mutes later.
The league claimed at the time
that it was only the second such

"It is the trademark of our program, we use it as a distraction and
to relieve some of the stress,"
Rossler said. "In collegiate bowling there is lots and lots of noise
Rossler thinks that this team has
the best chance to take the Nationals than any team she has coached
at SJSU since she began in 1978
aluable Player by the National
"They have practiced the right
Collegiate Bowling Coaches Assothings. They have the talent, the
ciation.
The four-year veteran of SJSU’s desire and the right attitude. said
team, has averaged 209 points per Rossler.
Lisa Hunt, the only first year
game this year.
"She’s a pretty tough little member of the team, came to SJSU
player," Gregory said. "This is specifically for its bowling proher last year and she wants to win gram.
"When I heard that they had a
this sucker."
The six -member team competed bowling team I immediately Call IC
against the men’s bowling team on here," Hunt said.
She emphasized how much time
Tuesday to help theni prepare for
the team spends practicing for the
the Nationals.
The women cheered on their fel- upcoming tournament.
"I don’t think that there is a day
low players with chants and highfives after every ball as they almost that goes by that we don’t pick up a
continuously threw strike after hall.
strike.
Pat Rossler, co-coach for the
team, believes that the cheers relieve some of the pressure of the
moment.

SPORTS

You’re hired.
Have a hot summer earning cold cash
as a Remedy temporary. Pick your job.
name your hours, work close to home
and make excellent wages, too.
Exciting temporary positions available
with Remedy’s best clients NOW!
Secretaries
Clerical support
Word processors Light industrial
Data entry
Assembly
Receptionists
Software specialists
Accountingall positions

Daily stall photographer

START YOUR SUMMER
WITH
SHERATON U.S.A.

Little League officials
reject protective gear
death in 40 years. but officials later
acknowledged having been familiar with a 1986 federal study documenting 23 such eases.
"These were isolated incidents
Ti) take drastic
freak things.
measures seems inappropriate.
said Steve Keener, national
spokesman for Little League Baseball at Williamsport. Pa.
Albert King. the man who
headed the U.S. Product Safety
Commission study disagrees.
"Parents should be aware of that
danger, and they should take some
precautions." he said.

Job Opportunities:

in owtpad

Exciting Australian Bedroom Store needs
enthusiastic design oriented managers,
assistant managers, and sales consultants.
Will work with your schedule. Excellent pay,
benefits, major growth potential.

peollinn,

415 327-8367
Pleasanton
415 734-8300
San Bruno

415 692-7323
San Francisco
415 243-8566
San Jose

aos 554-8174
San Mateo
415 570-4645
Sow Outran
America’s [norm.
TV 24, retar

Remedy.

SAFE PLACE STORAGE
Call about our

$1 Student Special!

Reasonable Rates
Convenient Locations
Easy Access from
Highways 280 & 101
Open 7 Days per Week
Sizes from 20 to 700+
Square Feet
Month to Month Tenancy

Santa Clara Convention Center

Other Activities:

Aris Project

Concord
415 674-1551
Fremont
415 793-5000
Oakland/Berkeley
415 893-1313
Palo Alto

knopto-on ’l%-rnniiuwnin

29
- 10 pm
- 10 pm
- 7 pm

AIDS Information Fair
Community Lecture Series
School Education Program
Benefit Concert
Interfaith Service
Faces of AIDS
Film Festival
The Quilt Speaks

vast*

011o.os Coast lo Cow

The Intelligent Inporary

AIDS AWARENESS WEEK

Santa Clara Convention Center
5001 Great America Parkway
Santa Clara, CA
(Located behind the Doubletree Hotel
and across from Great America)

nel

For An Interview
Call Michael Bence
(408) 255-1494

THE
QUILT
IS
COMING
April 27, 28,
Friday: Noon
Saturday: 10 am
Sunday: 10 am

LOS ANGLLES tAPi
For Demetrius Davis. winning a trip to Reno is about as
big a deal as it would be for
Joe Montana to vs in a trip to
San Francisco.
But that’s part of what
Das is, a tight end front Net ada-Reno. will get for being
the .131st and final pick at the
NF1. draft Monday.
The last pick in the draft
qualifies as guest of honor at
the annual Irrelevant Week
festivities which celebrate
the selection.
The ceremonies will be
based in nearts) Newport
Beach from June 24 -July I.
Davis. chosen with a pick
obtained by the Los Angeles
Raiders in a trade with San
Francisco, will he honored at
a series of events including a
day at Disneyland and Holly%1 $1)tt Park

SPARTAN

Daily stall writer

Lynda Norry is an All-American for the fourth straight year

Last draft pick
wins trip home

Safe Place Storage of
Willow Glen

Safe Place Storage of
Santa Teresa

Just off Highway 280
900 Lonus St.
San Jose, CA. 95126

Just off Highway 101
6880 Santa Teresa Blvd.
San Jose, CA. 95119

947-8775

281-0400
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Campus folk concert impressive
Festival pays tribute The song "Allah,
to the Middle East
Allah" was greeted

Dant

p

Dan Ocampo Special to the Daily
t /Mitian per forms a Persian routine

14) Brian Wright
Daily ate writer
The First Annual Middle 1..1,1
ern Folk Dance and Music Feslis al
held in the SJSU Music Concert
Hall on Friday was more than just
a concert. It was a showcase of
Turkish and Persian cultures.
The featured entertainment included the Arkadas Turkish Folk
Ensemble. founded and currently
directed h SJSU professor Omar
Uyuklu. Yasha, a
Dame
Turkish music enAnwar
semble.
Hitt lett
Yousef. a Turk istani (Soviet Central Asia Republic)
musician and Shaphour Zamanian’s Persian Dance Academy also
performed.
Yasha. in only its second year as
a group, opened the evening with a
25 minute rendition of Turkish
classical music. The Arkadas
Turkish Folk Ensemble then took
the stage, dressed in costumes of
the southeastern region of Turkey.
Leman Uyuklu. wife of professor Uyuklu, was the master of ceremonies throughout the evening
and pointed out that in the Gaziantep, or southeastern, area of the
country, the dances are done in a
line and circular style.

with loud cheers and
a few fans left their
seats to dance in the
aisles
Shapour’s Persian Dance Academy. made up of women whose
ages range front early teens to
young adults, performed routines
to Persian music. This was followed by an elegant solo by Iranian-horn Zamanian. For the next
20 minutes. Yasha played Azerbaijani and Turkish Shiite music.
From the Black Sea, or northeastern, area of Turkey. Arkadas
danced in what Leman Uyuklu
called a parallel, rhythmic and fast
paced motion. The group came out
with predominately blue costumes.
influenced by the vicinity to the
Black Sea.
The next performer was Yousef,
who played a "dutar." a twostringed ancestor of the guitar.
(Leman Uyuklu pointed out that
"du" is Persian for two.) For approximately 15 minutes. he played
traditional Turkistani music with
the dutar.

Students educated about Turkish culture
k right
Daily stall writer

SJSt Professor Omar Uyuklu founded the
Arkadas Turkish Folk Ensemble as a result of
folk datwe studies in its native Turkey, while
he was a student at Bosporus University in Istanbul.
"Everyone was very serious," he said.
’at the university. Most stuDant
dents were engineering or busiProfile
ness majors and there were no
folklore influences at all." Ile
got together with a few colleagues to study the
various types of Turkish dances so that there
. would be standards for dance reproductions
where none existed before.
A folk ensemble was formed, and soon the
group was traveling throughout Europe demonstrating the various Turkish folk dances. The
group consisted of about 40 dancers and would
occasionally take bus trips to France and Spain
to perform. he said.
tie later attended SJSU to get his bachelor’s degree and came back to work in his present position after he received his doctorate. He
soon got together a team of mostly non-Turkish

dancers to form Arkadas. "They’re not Turkish." he said, "hut they came to dance my
dance."
This was Uyuklu’s definition of what a
multi -cultural organization should be. He said a
lot of groups claim to be multi -cultural, hut lack
the true diversity that it claims. He wants to
eventually incorporate "all cultures, from all
the nations" into the annual folk dance event.
’The first performance of Arkadas. which
is Turkish for "friend," was in 1985. In 1986,
Arkadas traveled to Vancouver, Canada, to participate in Expo ’86.
The group has performed in Oregon,
Washington, Texas and Colorado. Uyuklu and
his wife, Leman, organized not only the choreography, but gave seminars and workshops to
"promote Turkish culture and dancing," he
said.
Today, the group is looking for support
from both SJSU and the city of San Jose. He is
chairman of the San Jose Multi -cultural Arts
Action Group, which he says is to "promote
and put together divergent groups of San Jose."
He has also been promised $1 million from the
city for a multi-cultural performing arts center.

me Dance Academy followed SPARTAN
with short solo dances hy the members of the group. Ti, finish as pro& the
duction. the group then performed
a dance wherein the women all
porno ed men in a hunion)us and
11104: king fashion
Yasha brought the e%erung to a like I just wanted to get up anti
close with some contemporary dance. The music was so good."
Susan Boyd. senior nursing
Turkish music. Not long into its
performance. the audience began major. agreed. The production,
to grow more enthusiastic with the she said. "was very enchanting.
music. The song "Allah. Allah" the music was intoxicating. I was
was greeted with loud cheers and a mesmerized by the dancers, who
few fans left their seats to dance in were enriching, full of color and
the aisles. "Allah, Allah ’ was re- alive with the feeling of ancient
corded by Turkish superstar Ibra- middle eastern cultures."
him Tailises about two years ago.
An elderly man took to dancing
during that song and raised the
supportive screams of many in the
audience. Layla Yukscl and Ayse
75 PEOPLE
Polat, who came from the Sacramento area, were among those
UP TO 29 LB.
LOSE
who left their seats to move then
IN THE NEXT 30 DAYS
feet.
"I am very happy to hear them
’DOCTOR RECOMMENDED’
Yasha)." Yuksel said. "It’s
first time to see them.**
100 % NATURAL/NO DRUGS
Both women are originally from
100% GUARANTEED
Turkey and have been in the
United States for two years. The
EARN $$$ ’s
plan to attend American River College in Sacramento.
WHILE LOSING
Not all of the audience followed
the others to the aisles to dance
CALL NOW
However, Elisabeth Carbon, junior nursing major. said, "I fel!
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The first performance of
Arkadas, which is Turkish for
"friend," was in 1985.
Uyuklu teaches cybernetic, computer and
cultural film classes, but said he "is more interested in the folklore part." Together with SJSU
Multi -cultural Arts and Classical Director, Jessie Jaeger, the idea for the First Middle Eastern
Folk Dance and Music Festival was born.
Jaeger said she was giving different groups
on campus routine calls when she first met
Uyuklu. She also said she wanted to have a performance put on by Arkadas, but Uyuklu
thought it would be better to include other
groups, especially Zamanian’s.
From that, the idea grew until it incorporated Arkadas and the Persian Dance Academy,
as well as the Turkish music group Yasha. Turkistani musician Anwar Yousef and the Palestinian Student’s Association, which sold Middle Eastern cuisine at the festival.

WILLIE COLON
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Concert from 7-H p.m.
Festivities begin 5:30 p.m.
Authentic Mexican Foods
Kenneth Hannaford,
director of the S.ISIJ
Choraliers, addresses
the audience at St.
Andrews Episcopial
Church in Saratoga on
Sunday evening. Ile has
currently replaced
Charlene Archibeque,
who is on sabbatical as
director this year
Dan Ocampt,

SJSU Choraliers raise their voices
in front of an enthusiastic audience
By Brian Wright
Daily stall writer
The audience’s enthusiastii. applause echoed throughout St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church of Saratoga on Sunday evening as the
Choraliers and Concert Choir of
SJSU performance drew to a close.
The Choraliers and Concert
Choir, led by Kenneth Hannaford,
performed mostly acappella arrangements that ranged front Renaissance and sacred music to 20th
century song.
Sonic of the renditions included
a solo by SJSl1 alumnus and Chorailer bass James Paulson on L.L.
Fleming’s arrangement of the
Negro spiritual "Ride on King
Jesus." His rich and deep voice
portrayed the despair and religious
interest of an old Southern plantation slave.
C’horaliers member Sandra Watson, sophomore child development
major, explained that during the
performance of "Ubi caritas" by
Durufle, the Choraliers encircled
the Gothic -type interior of the
church to give the audience the
feeling of being in an ancient mon-

AA"

astery. I he singing surrounded the
congregation. instead of from the
front of the sanctuary.
The finale was a very captivating performance of Kodaly’s "Matras Pictures" by the Concert
Choir. This piece is divided into
five ballads, according to Watson.
One rif the ballads included a
story about a Robin Flood-like
character who was shot anti had the
authorities hunt for him.
Another ballad included a humorous love song by the Hungarian composer. A line from that section resembled the phrase. "If you
love me. God will bless you. If
not, the devil will have your
soul.’’
SJSU alumna Nancy Stomp said
of the concert, "I haven’t heard
acappella singing in so long
. . . it was great."
Anthony Vaianisi, father of concert Choir soprano and SJSU junior music major. Charmane Vaianisi. admitted his bias and said.
"the whole choir did an excellent
job. I really enjoyed it."
Hannaford has currently replaced Chralene Archibeque. who

The groups performed
mostly acappella
arrangements
is on sabbatical. He received his
B.A. in music and M.A. in choral
conducting at SJSU. He is also an
assistant professor at Humboldt
State University.
The Choraliers and Concert
Choir traveled to the Gold Country
April 18 to 20. Appearances were
held in Sacramento at American
River College and Placerville and
"cumulated" with the St. Andrew’s appearance, according to
Vanessa Eads, president of the
Concert Choir. On Saturday the
groups will go to Modesto for the
Intercollegiate Festival.
The Choraliers’ latest honor was
in Spittal, Austria. Representing
the United States, it won the Classical Music Division at the International Choral Festival held in Spittal.
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Pre -Concert Entertainment
Dancin’ Dancin’ Dancin’
TICKETS OT ALL BASWTICKETMASTER

ChORGE BY POOH
408. 998. BASS
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UNMLIFISITY FOHUNA
DAY: THURSDAY, APRIL 26, 1990
TIME:
2:00 P.M. - 4:00 P.M.
PLACE:
Engineering Conference Center,
Rooms E285 & E287

THE CSU ENROLLMENT GROWTH PLAN HAS CONSEQUENCES FOR YOU.
COME PLAN WITH US FOR THE FUTURE OF SAN JOSE STATE
UNIVERSITY.
THE POPULATION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA AND THE BAY AREA IS GROWING
RAPIDLY, WITH THE DEMOGRAPHIC COMPOSITION OF THE POPULATION UNDERGOING
A SIGNIFICANT TRANSFORMATION HIGHER EDUCATION IS EXPECTED TO PLAY AN
EXPANDED ROLE IN EDUCATING THE POPULATION OF THE STATE BOTH THE
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM AND THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA HAVE
PREPARED ENROLLMENT PLANS THAT ASSUME FUTURE GROWTH AS ONE OF THE
LARGEST PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN CALIFORNIA, SAN JOSE
STATE UNIVERSITY HAS A MAJOR ROLE IN THE STATE’S EDUCATION FUTURE
WHAT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS WE LOOK TO THE FUTURE OF OUR
UNIVERSITY?
THE UNIVERSITY ENROLLMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE HAS
SCHEDULED AN OPEN FORUM TO HEAR FROM YOU.
PLEASE PLAN TO ATTEND.
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A New Kind of Hotel

Went Ceres& TIME MAGAZINE

Remember Us For
113ra40a Won
Ei.A14ffir
Wedchng
Fanuly Iteumun
Parent Weekend

Ask For Special San Jose State Rates
All suites., one and two bedrooms Fully equipped kitchens
I.iving rooms with wood -burning fireplace, Satellit televon
Complimentary continental buffet breakfast *Outdoor pool & jaccuzi

...4,mabaras.saum:r NOW PLATING

For More Information or Reservations call Marriott’s
RESIDENCE INN San Jowly
2761 South Bascom
Ca mpbell, CA 9500$
1408) 559-1561

REISIDENCE INN Silicon Valley 1611
I. 760 Lakeway Dr. 11.1080 Stewart Dr.
Sunnyvale. CA 94088
140/0 720-8893. eat 416

2.0 C. 50. C110%

EXCLUSIVE SAN JOSE ENGAGEMENT
CALL TWEATRE FOR SNOWEIMES

9911 3300

0

,
BAR & GRILL

A PITCHER OF KAMIKAZIS
FOR $4.
Yes,
every night of the

A Comedy & Dance
CLAD

week at the

MONDAYS

&*PW115)
/31aciNailc1;

Open Mike Comedy
& Talent night

CINEBAR

(408) 354-2200
141 1/2 N Santa Cruz Ave
Los Gatos, CA

TUESDAYS

el

2 FOR 1 Well Drinks

A Drinking Person’s Bar!
Only Pool Table
Downtown!
No Drugs Or Fighting!
69 E. San Fernando

WEDNESDAYS
Chasm’ The Train
THURSDAYS
Big Men
on Campus

(corner of 2nd)

FRIDAYS
Nicki Love
SATURDAYS
Redline
Happy Hour prices:
6-8pm
World Famous Burgers
51558 Stevens Crk. at

4

111110

Come Join the Movies
Positions Available:
Maintenance
Cashier
Concession
Some Supervisory
Positions

Summer Openings:
Days and Evenings
. Free Movies
Flexible Shifts
Frequent Wage Revie
Will Train

CENTURY 22
984-7539

CALL TODAY!

Lawrence

(Behind the Shane Co.)

408

296-9219

"SEXY. A SWEET AND ZANY
LOVE STORY."

0
CO)

"DELIGHTFUL! SPLENDID TO BEHOLD!"
Jdy

Itma. IAN FRANCIUM CNRONICti

FROM THE DIRECTOR OF "THE EXORCIST"
Tonight,
while the world is asleep...
an ancient evil
is about to awaken.

4

(ROMUALD ET JULIETTE)
a him by =NE SERREAU
c

PPE CARCASSONNE no JEAN LOUIS Alit vesent,
tu ERMINE RICHARU MAMA THERE S A MAN IN YOUR EiEh
IS PRA/A MURIEL COMREAU CATHERINE SALVIA) SAM801;
1.1,:
le,
.1qcs WI 2, ml ’NE SE PRI All
’

3

I t_:,
2nd 2. Son Carlos

098 3300

MIRAMAR

STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 27TH
EXCLUSIVE SAN JOSE ENGAGEMENT
CALL THEATRE TON SNOV/TIMES

"ACTION -PACKED
A visc eral example of the future of animation."
RH hard Harongton. 1111 WASHINGTON Pt S I

"STUNNING MESMERIZING...
’Akira’ sits in projectors waiting to he launched
into our imaginations."
lohn ( 4r SAN 1051 MIRE I IRS NEWS

GuAllAN

THE CULT HIT
OF 1990!
Held Over One Week

0

Neo-Tokyo is about to
EXPL0DE

UNIVERSAL PICTURES PRESIVs $ JOE \ULAN no\ ILLI AA! FRIEDKIN THE GUARDIAN"
JENNY SEAGROVE D11ER BROI\r\ CAREY LOWELL " JACK HUES mom TODD BLACK
MICKEY BOROFSKY DAN GREE \ BURG Ii 11,, DAVID SALVE\ 5DAN GREENBURG
STEPHEN VOLK ,511 DAN GREENBL RG isI WILLI AII FRIEDKINP’W JOE ILAN
[RI ’1977.,;77,11-. lxEa
ILLI AM FRIEDKI\ [Ka% TiAtintsf
PROM (

SPECIAL ADDED KSJO 92.3
MIDNIGHT SHOW FRI & SAT

294-31100
NG G. let

4

in 9 45 A 12 00 Midn191,1 5nt 1)45 315 9 45 17 00
SIM 17 45 3 10 9 45 SfP ADMISSION MN WI FOCI
DISC WNW T,ISIIOWSAT SUN,
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OPENS FRIDAY APRIL 27, AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE,

MAY JUNE FILM SCHEDULES ARE HERE!
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"Chicago’ is a wonderfully jazzy
musical. You cannot help but be
swept away by the music.’

Life ,i, Arts
.1110 the ru,.
,t
,,,,rtt Finn, r. ,
Itroni Bakke. left. and
Oa% is star as !toxic
and N elma in the SJSU
pciolticti )))) or
.hicago." The show
w ill he running on April
27 and 2H and 1a 4-5. 91 2. rickets are aailahle
for $111 (general
audience) and S6
Istudents and senior
cititens) in tin.’ I 16%cl-sit.%
Theatre Box ()Bice

Dusty Reed.
S."( I ’Chu ago’ director

Musical ’Chicago’
to blow into SJSU
University Theatre
111
t.i,,
he clock rolls back to the Roaring 20s in the University Theatre,
as the Theatre Arts Department
presents the musical %audeville hit
Alucago."
The show will begin April 27.
and will have performances on
April 28 and May
prom.,
4, 10. 11 and 12 at
8 p.m. Also, a matPret ictt
inee performance is
scheduled for May 3 at 1 p.m.
Set in the city of Chicago in the
late I 4.7t
lticago" is a musical

where, as described by one character. "In this town, murder is a
form of entertainment."
"Chicago"
is about two
women. Rosie Hart. played by
Bronnie Bakke, and Velma Kelly.
played by Bully Davis, who murder faithless lovers and end up in
jail. However, through the help of
their lawyer Billy Flynn. portrayed
by David Scott. the two women
use the murders to obtain publicity
and lame to further their acting careers.
The cast ot 29 is under the direction of Dust) Reed, professor or

Jobs in Alaska

HIRING Men Women Summer/
Year Round CANNERIES. FISHING.
LOGGING. TOURISM. CONSTRUCTION
up to $600 weekly, plus FREE room
and board CALL NOWI call refundable
1-206-736-0777 Ext.
theater arts. Reed has taught at
SJSU for 15 years and comes from
a professional background. Having
done theater in both New York and
Hollyworxid. Reed brings to "Chicago" both technical expertise and
performance experience.

" ’Chicago’ is a wonderfully the show. The voice director is
jazzy musical. You cannot help but Batinu Butts-Bhanji, and the 14be swept away by the music." piece orchestra is directed by
Reed said.
Dwight Cannon.
"Chicago" is choreographed by
Since the play involves a lot of
Janie Scott. whose Broadway ex- dancing, the cast is now in its sevperience lends professionalism to enth week of rehearsal. Most of the
cast both sings and dances. Rehearsals of more than five hours a
day are necessary for the cast to
learn delivery of the words of the
songs so they are clear. The pace
of the musical is crucial so the
lines are delivered the same every
night.

IMMIGRATION
I to utime 4 PAO
Son 1.11,Ine in
I ABM l’ERTIFICATIO% & WORK

%Is5’
Engineering. Comp.,
At...mowing. Burton, &
other Professional.
Also Family tion/US spousal cad.
(lunge to student ill Ii status:
radrril n trout (E. I ill 2i. asylum
111114 Company t tawdrier ii. I i.

Student setting his art career in motion
By Tamara Th pson
Duly slel writer
Remember the strange wooden
figures that mysteriously appeared
on the lawn by Clark Library just
helm e spring break?
They’ll be hack later this semester after SJSU artist Richard Andrew% gives them some finishing
touches.
"The pieces are rust ’Turmoils of
motion, caught in time.- said And! et% , a spacial
Artist
airs student who
created the
Profile
than-lifelargerplywood
figures as pail ot his masters project.
Andrews is in the process of gel
ting formal permission front the
university for the display. He set
them up last month without permission hut received no complaints
011 us hat he called a "trial run" of
the exhibit.
The eight figures in the cone,:
iron, se en human forms and one
dog are fully jointed so they can
be turned and posed at will.
Andrews said he wanted to experiment to find the right poses and
convey the impression of action
that he wanted.
At first he set up the figures
close together in a group, hut they
Ii oked too restricted, he said.
Ile knew they had to he free.
"It was just a gut feel. I had to
ino% e them around."
All hut one figure was finally
posed in an active position; either
stretching, running or dancing.
One sat off to the side with head
bowed to the ground between its
knees.
Andrews said the figure’s pose
was symbolic or some people who
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Free
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"go around with their heads stuck
in the dirt." while others are having fun.
Seeing people react to his work
is the best part of making art, An-

Presentation
offers variety
of musical styles
violent behavior and the wife who
could not always understand his
moods.
Accompanied by music from
Antonio Vivaldi and selected readings from Poe. McAllister and
Leach displayed such a depth of
emotion in their dancing that they
brought life to the words of Poe.
The second piece performed by
McAllister and Leach was choreographed by t..each and titled "Untitled. Unnamed." Leach described the dance as about "Four
days, four hours, four moments."
Each of these represented significant events in his life, according to
Leach, so he combined them into
this piece.
Once again their performance
was captivating as they danced effortlessly around and on four
chairs on the stage.
Two of the pieces performed. although not relating any deep message through the dancing. were
nonetheless moving. The lighting
and music in "Three. Two, One"
choreographed by Helen Mc Sweeny. and the simple white costumes of the dancers, in combina-
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up.
"It would be really interesting
to see what they’d do," Andrews
said.
He’s also planning on decoratively painting the plywood figures.
Although Andrews said he
doesn’t really know what he wants
to do once he gets his degree, he’s
sure he’ll be making art of some
kind.
The field of spacial. or 3-D art,
is practically limitless, he said.
Works made of plastic are the latest rage, he added.
"A lot of artists don’t want to he
pigeonholed."
Andrews said.
"This type of art stands free in and
of itself and isn’t a restrictive medium."
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Richard Andrews.
SJSU spacial arts student
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drews said. During the display he
watched students examine his art
and enjoyed seeing their responses.
Some people touched the figures
and even moved the adjustable
limbs.
"Some played with them, and
perile talked about them," he
said.
One thing that makes spacial art
so special. Andrews said, is that is
accessible to everyone.
"There’s no barriers to keep
people away," Andrews said.
He plans to make the figures
even more accessible next time.
Although he’s not exactly sure
what he’ll do, Andrews said he
may attach a big felt pen to the figures and let passersby mark them
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non us all the dancing, created
almost a surreal atmosphere on
stage.
M ulti-Cultu ral/C las sicai

The strong dancing ability al
Tammy DeJong-Todd made "Elegia." choreographed by Kristine
Chambers, a memorable piece.

The concert concluded with a
flashy jazz number choreographed
by Pamela Russell. "It’s about
relationships between men and
women." Russell said about her
piece. This sizzling number included nine dancers and the jazz
sounds of Pastiche. With 4tting
similar to a street dance. "Precipitated Heat" brought the concert a
fevered pitch and left the audience
wanting more.
Under the supervision of Fred
Mathews and Janet Van Swoll, the
student concert was a successful
display of the vast array of talent at
SJSU. The combination of efforts
by the choreographers. dancers,
costume designers and technicians
resulted in an outstanding concert

Arta

Wendy Waller and the natural Wonders, a jazz ensemble will perform
the Student Omen Arnpnitneaire from 12 rpm

in

The most provocative and moving routine of the concert. "It’s All
Talk." was performed by DeJongTodd and Rebecca Reyes and choreographed by Kathleen Harris.
The music of Tracy Chapman and
the chilling choreography made
this piece about domestic violence
absolutely breathtaking.

The comedy of Black Shabbos. a Helvetic rap group named for the heavy
the Morris
Show inc. TBA
rnetal band,
Sabbath
Ti. students advance AS door $7
$e
1210111.1.1
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For urns
Coming in MA’

an international poetry nighl
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The reggae sounds oh Led Zeppelin cover artists
engulf the Student Orson
al 12 noon

amphitheatre
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The 101h Annual Fountain Blues Festival
San Jose Stale celebrates a decade of Blues with
Brown and many more
Crafts arid Food
be on sale
an 12pm and last until’ 7777777777"77

headliner
Blues (peal.;

Clarence "Galemouth’
will
Festivities begin

Films
every Wednesday

Don’t forget Wednesday Nile Cinema.
Auditorium Shows are al 7 A 10 pm Admission is 52
Usten lo KSJS no win licitels
For More information concerning our Shows please

The
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Sculpture
artist and
S,JS(J student
Richard
Andrews
adjusts the
pose On one
his wooden
animal
figures

’A lot of artists
don’t want to be
pigeonholed. This
type of art stands
free and isn’t a
restrictive
medium.’
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Choreography performance is
dynamic, daring and directional
By Denise Reynolds
Daily staff writer
As the dancers took their final
bows. I sat in my seat wondering
how to put into words an accurate
description of what I had just seen.
The 3-D Dance Concert. Saturday and Sunday, titled "Dynamic.
Daring and Directional: SJSU Student C’horeography." was certainly all three and more.
My senses were enchanted by a
blend of music from classical to
jazz to modern rock, arresting costume designs and a group of talented dancers all combined into intriguing.
thought-provoking
pieces.
The concert consisted of seven
Writ idually choreographed pieces.
1.a..11 student choreographer met
o iii assigned student costume designers and lighting designers. to
discuss the mood or message the
choreographer was trying to create. according to Pamela Russell.
one of the choreographers.
Then the choreographer selects
the dancers to perform their piece.
Donn Fredrick Leach and Jenny
McAllister captivated the audience
with the two pieces that they choreographed and performed. "Of A
Ihmion In My View," choreographed by McAllister, was about
1Algar Allen Poe and his young
wife, who died after only 10 years
of marriage to Poe. The dance portrayed Poe’s moody. sometimes

11,11,

Report--924-6261

call

at Morris Dailey
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ALWAYS
AN
ADVENTURE...
479 - 1441
CATERERS

219 E. Jackson Street
(Between 4th & 5th)
San Jose, 95112-3297

Beyond
Sushi

Tel: (408) 288-9580
IATA: 05806964
FAX: (408) 288-5821

JAPANESE
ARTS & CRAFTS

KIMONO FABRICS
ANTIQUES

830 41 ST.
FOOD TO GO

TUES-FRI: 11:00-7:00
SAT:
12:00-5:00
ENTER FROM
"WINGS" RED DOOR

Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner

Enjoy Authentic Japanese
Pastries at

(408)297-7523

131 E. Jackson Street
4:1 Blocks North of Santa Clara - - Between 3rd and 4th Street

141 E. JACKSON ST. #A
SAN JOSE 95112

I ’,N1
1’1 \ II,
1111(111A
11.,RIN \1I
N\ 1111 iII1’, \I)
211‘

HOURS:
Sun : 10-4
Wed : 2-6
Mon : 10-3
Thurs & Fri 10-6
rues Closed sat : 9:30-6

Oi

217 E. Jackson ST
San Jose, CA 95112
294-4148

Enjoy the rine Art
of )apcinese Cuisine

171 EAST JACKSON
JAPAN TOWN IN SAN JOSI
SAN JOSE, CA. 95112

2 7 9-4 3 1 1
193 E JACKSON STREET SANJOSE CA

JACKSON HITAYLOR TRAVEL
A SubbnloAry o 13,Ind 1-noernme, In

198 Jackson Street
San Jose, Ca 95112
(408) 293-3399
FAX:(408)293-1617

$5.00 OFF
VIDEO
MEMBERSHIP
DISCOUNT
(Student I.D. Required)

4th

5th

6th

rzzezemoss v.e.ezz,z/ r,,/,,
0 JAPANTOWN A’ i
40
40

yAv

7
Av

Av

Ta lor St
Jackson St.

A
Julian St.

Japan Animation
Santa Clara St.
San Fernando

10th

E

9

10
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Artist reveals personal
side in her new music
I.aurn Chun
Stamm to the Daily
’the debut album by Wendy Ma
Harry is filled with a refreshing
blend of songs that draws from
folk music, jazz and new age. She
reminds one immediately of Stlianne Vega. yet her music is completely original.
To classify her into any one category would be
Re( cud
cheating new listeners of experiencing
Hos lea
her to the fullest.
She is uniquely different from the
popular Top-to radio bands, Her
appeal reaches listeners looking for
music to relax to. It’s music for listening.
Maliarry’s choice of instruments
plements her musical
style to perfection. The songs resolve around her piano. 10 which
she adds lilting cello and fiddle interludes. On "Cool Water Runnine." a fiddle runs through the
philosophical ballad. Iler occa-

Sing
out
loud
I .inda
left, and Teri
N1cKay
rehearse a
scene from
"Aida."
Varillus
scenes were
performed
night
in the !tisk.
Building

Kelley Ghoul

Daily stall photographer

and Gina (Diane 1.aner get together atter one ot
her patients dies. while Bobby (Tim Ranson»
and Suzanne (Jane Adams) set their hormones
loose after a night of heavy drinking.
Meanwhile, Kenny and his wife Laura.
played by Laura San Giacamo of "Sex. Lies
and Videotape." are having difficulties when
he begins to neglect her in his competition with
Michael for a surgery internship.
The film has a. happy, if unelimactie. ending, tying up all loose ends while leaving things
open for a possible sequel.
Os crall. the movie is one that should be
rented, not seen in a theater. Its vital signs are
low and oink! leave audiences eomatose.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) Singer
John Mellencamp’s art is populated with characters from America’s heartland. But these days,
those characters are more likely to
be found in oil paintings than on
the radio.
For Mellencamp, painting has
pros tiled a respite from the pressures of rock ’n roll and the recent
errIlapse of his second marriage.
Ili. second exhibit of oil paintings opened April 12 at the
Churchman-Fehscnfeld Gallery of
the Indianapolis Art League. Mellencamp first displayed his work
last year at an e hihrt w oh razz artist

Publicity photo
Rosalie tries to kill an unfaithful husband in the film

Adultery, murder plot
portrayed humorously
By Randy Robertson
Daily staff writer
She loved him so much that
she wanted to kill him.
Somehow that doesn’t make
much sense. Unless, of course.
sou arc talking about the mos uc
I Love You to Death.’
After she caught her husband
loey BOCII ( Kevin Kline) cheating on her. Rosalie (Tracey Ullman) decided to kill him The
movie
moved
Movie
quickly as she
tried
several
Review
times to have
loey killed. Though 1101 ,11) original idea (remember "Fatal At.
ion?" I. the story is humorous and worth seeing.
Ullman, who has gained no
for her self-titled teleision show, did a creditable job
is Rosalie. She showed plenty
9’ emotions, ranging from fui ious to depressed to elated. Her
character was the highlight of
the show.
Kline. as the free -spirited
husband, appeared to haw fun
in the role. He was an Italian

Catholic wilb loose morals. He
committed adultery with a half
dozen ladies, all within eal,liot
of his unsuspecting wife.
Finally, she wised up to him
and decided to kill him. W illi
the help of her mother, an oh
sessed teenager. and a couple ())
idiotic drug addicts (William
Hurt and Kcanu Reeves), she
puts her plan into action.
The drug addicts are hired as
killers, but they are toi) stoned
and stupid to be effective. They.
are really more irritating than
anything else. Hurt, who has received Oscar nominations for
"Children of a Lesser fiod
and "Broadcast News." may
want to forget he eYer had a pan
in "I Love You to Death." In
short, he was awful. Reeves. a
surprise star in "Bill and Ted’s
Excellent Adventure." was
equally inept.
"I Love you to Death" is a
decent movie. However, it is
not quite as good as "Fatal Attraction." Ullman’s acting is
what saved the show .

is
depIct the
The
9 Isirltalts
singer-songwriter’ s
i I s and
rends. The facial exist essrons rrealert by his muted brush sillikes are
alrk:os sad. and they cons es the
same disillusionment found in his
musical anthems about the nation’s
heartland and the farm crisis.
"I think you can say, much more
in a painting than you can in a stupid song," he said in an interview
with Rolling Stone magazine last
’Some days I start at seven
o’clock in the morning. and I paint
until five, eat dinner and conic
hack and paint till midnight. I
don’t have to sec anybody. I don’t
have to talk to anybody. It’s better
than sex for me."
Mellencamp is no starving artist. His albums have sold millions,
he records in his own studio and he
could afford to spend much of the
last year in an art studio he had
built next to his home near Bloomington.
lie and his wife. Vicky. arc in
the middle of a divorce. They are
the parents of Teddi Joe. 8, and
Justice. 4, who currently arc living
with their mother.
Mellencamp’s manager. Harry
Sandler, said the singer did not
want to be interviewed about his
venture into the art world. "John
wants to let the paintings stand on
their own." Sandler said. "lie just
chooses not to speak at this time."
Mellencamp has not hinted that
his music career is over, but it has
certainly taken an extended vacation. His growing discontent with
pop stardom surfaced in his last
album. "Big Daddy.
"Never wanted to he no pop
singer, never wanted to write no

Arts

sional use of percussion adds inter
est and drama She uses this dram,
to set the mood in "Jungle Birth.
Wendy Maflarry’s vocals ate
ieminiseent of Sinead O’Connor
and Id Tuesday’s lead singer
Aimee Mann. Somewhat breathy
and other Ii mimes soulful. her voice
changes to the mood ot the songs.
The lyrics reflect her personal
experiences and feelings. The stories that she weaves range fr
ballads to sharp observances of life
and people around her. On "Mad
man’s Got It Made." she sings
about a man "who stinks of Perrier." On "I Should Hine
Known." a soft piano melody ac.
companies her soulful tale of beine
alone after falling in love

$9.19 per hour
The Judicial Council, Administrative Office of the Courts, in San Francisco, has
summer openings for student assistants in the following units:
ACCOUNTING: One opening to assist in fiscal year-end closing and opening
processes. Duties include: Preparing files for storage; setting up new files; research
projects; documentation prtparaucin for A/P accrual.; inspiration of financial
statemaus for year-end closing; and other miscellaneous accounting functions
Accounting experience, typing and clencal skills desirable. Accounting or business administration majors preferred.
LEGAL: One position for second or third year law student with superior wnting
and analytical skills to organize and summarize public hearing testimony, and
perform other work as needed.
RESEARCH AND STATISTICS: Three pontions to collect data and compile
statistics from the four courts participating in the delay reduction program
(STATSCAN). The positions will be based in San Francisco, but will require travel
and stays in Los Angeks, Orange, Sacramento arid San l)iego counties. Additional
tiavel to other courts may be required.
MINIMIJM QUALIFICATIONS: Upper division or graduate school sun.
Fapenatce or knowledge in the area of interest is desirable.
Request application from and mend with resume to: Administrative Office of the
(7ourts(GSA, 595 Martel Street, Room it50, San Erandsco, CA 94105. Tele
phone: (415) 396-9242.

Mellencamp turns
to painting for respite
Pop singer mounts
second art exhibit

Life

Student Assistant

’Vital Signs’ are lacking in new movie
By Christine De Grew
emergency room. In charge of the Ile \%,1111i1N
Daily stall writer
Is "I.. A. Law" ’s Jimmy Smits, who plays
The self-gratification of saving lives and chief of surgery and dean of third year studies.
satisfy ing libidos was the focus of "Vital Dr. David Redding .
Signs." Twentieth Century Fox’s new release
The story reyols es aomnd doctors Michael
about five students’ third year of medical
Chatham. Gina Wyci. liobby Hayes. Suzanne
school
Despite that winning combination. Holly- Maloney and Kenny Rose. all part (it the same
wood’s most recent try at an ensemble film. small rotation group. Together, they must get
lacks the same warmth and camradrie that made through various departments of the hospital.
such as pediatrics and surgery.
mos ie. like "The Big Chill" and "The Breakfast ’lab’ so successful.
While helping each other through the se1 he movie tries to reflect the third year of mester, everybody hut Kenny (Jack Gwaltney).
sehot il. the crucial time of a medical %1 110 .1 married, develops more intimate relastudent’s life when the classroom is left tor the Tr( ,11 W it hin the group. Michael (Adrian Pasdar)

SPARTAN

FILING DEADLINE: May HI, 1990
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

pop songs," goes the refrain of the
hit single. ’ Pop Singer."
He refused to tour for "Big
Daddy," and his only stage appearance in recent months came at
the Farm Aid IV concert in Indianapolis March 7.
Those who have worked with
Mellencamp say he is serious
about painting and it is not merely
a hobby. Jan Royce, a portrait
painter from Indianapolis, traveled
to Mellencamp’s studio several
times last summer to help him
learn oil techniques.
"lie’s very bright, very eager to
learn, very driven," said Royce.
"He paints from the heart, just as
his music is from the heart."
Royce said the immediacy (il
creating a painting appeals to Mellencamp’s impatient nature.
Mellencamp is displaying his
paintings to the public and critics
to gain "some validation for himself." said Julia L. Muney. exhibits curator at the art league.
Reaction to the show was enthusiastic among 450 guests invited to
a pre-opening party attended by
Mellencamp, Muney said.
"They liked the work a lot.
They might have been skeptical.
hut they are no longer." Muney
said.

Short Term Commitments
Long Term Gains
Earn While you learn Make a short term commitment to a temporab
.hsientnent during vas:Anon. Or hre.lks. LAMcix il m’’ us ith We.terii
u-xperivitce on the 11 .11 \X/ rI, \111t
Tem:vitas
ei and gpuit
it 41 %%Ant, Where you want, tor as lonc as viii want. We’re .11%%.i \ In
When %"11 need nu illes
1 uv 11..1 ill We.dern
,t
The one kr till us-hen you %%ant to ark
Ship in and ask lot Wilt Lomplmietitary ;mile to Sinxessiiil
interviewing" hixiklet. Over ISO ii(tke.
San Jose: 841 Bliissom llill Rd., Sloe .2121)
(408) 165-7700
1999 Smith Bascom Ave., Suite .100
(408) f71-7171
’17 Metro Ihis e
(408)452-1911
Sunnyvale: 657 Town Si I :iiontry White
(408)245-4850

ni.

Western

Division.

TEMPORARY SERVICES

Look out
below

It’s time you gave yourself a GSE
(you’re sexually active, you should know about the
GSE GSE stands for genital self-examination It’s
a simple examination you can gwe yourself to check
for any signs or symptoms of a sexually transmitted
disease Send for your free GSE Guide today Because when it comes to sexual relationships, there
are some important things to look out for
To recewe your free GSE Guide, simply fill out and
return the coupon or call, toll-free, 1-800-234-1124.
Arnanoan
SOonSO/ed by eunoegns Weneorne Co nconlonaon win inn
Ofarnatology in. Arnefican Acadlany 01 Family Phyatbana tha
abaderny
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1-70( your tree GSE Guide till out ibis coupon
and mail to GSE PO Box 4088
Woburn MA 01888-4088
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Campus, CSU advocate modified state spending limit
Due lu an editing error, the
Maly is re -runtime dm %tors
By Stacy C. Olsen
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Deukmejian claims that unless
Proposition Ill passes in June, the
state can no longer limit student
Daily start WESER
lees. according to a flier distribIn the June 3 election there are uted by the California State Stutwo propositions that could change dent Association.
the spending limit of California
One portion of Proposition 1 I 1
and free up more funds for that would affect the CSU system
schools, transportation and health if passed, would permit state and
care.
local spending limits to grow with
Formerly known as SCA 1 - - the economy. This change would
’The Traffic Congestion Relief and alloffi the system’s budget to keep
Spending Limitation Act - Prop- up with inflation.
ositions III and 1(18 are inextriThe proposition would modify,
cably linked and are being pushed but not remove, the state’s spendas a package by supporters who in- ing limit imposed a decade ago by
clude Gov. George Ikukniejian. the Gann initiative.
the California State University and
In 1979, voters passed ProposiBill Honig. state superintendent of tion 4.tht set a spending limit for
schools.
the California government which
The propositions also have was based on the lesser of the anstrong supporters at SALT. includ- nual change in California per caing President Gail Fullerton, Asso- pita income and the change in the
ciated Students President Scott national consumer price index.
Santandrea and Steve Sloan, presiSupporters of the propositions
dent of the California State Em- claim that since that time. Califorployees Association’s SJSU chap- nia’s booming economic and popter.
ulation growth has far surpassed
"We can’t negotiate a good con- the state’s ability to maintain servtract unless CSU is adequately ices and programs under the finanfunded," Sloan said. "You can’t cial restraints imposed by the Gann
get blood from a turnip."
limit.
The CSU estimates that with the
Proposition Ill would base the
the modified state spending limit, state spending limit on the change
the system will have an additional in California per capita income
$400 million to spend.
only.
Some CSU officials claim that if
The Gann Inflation Factor has
the spending limit is not amended, had a "boa constrictor" effect on
the universities may eventually re- the appropriations alloted to the
quire enrollment limits, substantial State of California and all public
fee increases and perhaps a reduc- entities, according to material distion in programs.
trbuted by School Services of CaliLast year. Deukmejian vetoed fornia. Inc.
an extension of the statewide stuBy defining the Gann Inflation
dent fee policy, which is a cap on Factor to be the lesser of the CPI or
the amount the legislature could California per capita income, the
raise student fees in any year.
state can’t keep up with current in-

flation rates, according to the literature
If the state spending limit had
been based on the change in Calitorna per capita income, the compounded increase over the last 10
years would have been 11137 percent.
If the spending limit had been
based on the change in CPI, the
compounded increase over the last
decade would have been 93.18
percent.
By basing the Gann Inflation
Factor on the lesser of the two, the
compounded increase has been
84.08 percent thus causing the boa
constrictor effect by prohibiting
the state from being able to maintain its status quo, not to mention
any forward growth.
In 1986-87 Federal tax cuts encouraged taxpayers to cash in capital gains thus more taxable income
was reported. The unanticipated
state revenues pushed the state I.
billion dollars over its Gann limit.
According to School Services of
California Inc., the 1.1 billion dollar rebate to tax payers cost taxpayers over $200 million.
Fewer capital gains were reported the following year causing
an unanticipated shortfall in state
revenues. This resulted in the state
being 1.2 billion dollars below its
Gann limit causing drastic cut
backs in state expenditures.
According to the Commission
on State Finance, state expenditures need to grow by an average
of 8.1 percent annually to fund a
status quo budget. The state funds
are projected to grow by 8.4 percent annually which would allow
some growth in state programs.
But, the state’s Gann limit is pro-

jected to grow only 7.1 percent annually.
The CSU estimates that by the
year 2005. its student population
will grow by an additional 180.000
persons.
Even today, the state is unable
to fund all of the programs, services and facilities requested by the
universities to conduct and improve their educational activities.
According to the budget propo-

sal submitted by Gov. George
Deukmejian for 1990-91, the state
is $80 million short of what the
CSU Chancellor’s office thinks it
will cost to run 20 state colleges
for one year. according to an article run in the Daily. Feb. 13.
Aside from modifying the state
spending limit, the other major
components of Proposition Ill
are: a traffic congestion relief program and a plan to raise new funds

to pay for it
Some of the items the traffic
congestion relief program plans to
accomplish are.
Improvements to freeways,
bridges and streets to make them
earthquake safe
Complete highway and mass
transit projects which have already
been authortied but not funded
Increase maintenance of local
streets and highways
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Aaron Malchow
AN OPINION ?
FROM YOUR LAST
ESSAY, I Warr
HAVE THOUGHT
5518LE.
ThAT

PAY ATTENTION CLASS!
HAtALET.5 DILEMMA VAS HE
THOUGHT MUCH AND
ACTED LITTLE. A PROBLEM
YOU DO NOT SHARE.

EXCUSE ME Stik,BUT I FRP
IT IfrrEitEs-rm, tag hAlitIETS
DILE AVM NtS HE THOUGHT
MacH
ECTED LITTLE.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
AVON"" Buy or sell. Call we today
(local Avon Rep) & I will send
book to your home or business.
Super

specials

for

everyone
Share the book with tinnily, co.
workers & friends & rect.. up to
50% off on your own order! Thank
you Also, good parl.lime Income
for the holidays. Cell JANE at 251.
5942
SNOW WHO IS WILLING to pay for
your imperil.. knowledge in your
study, herld of interest or hobby.
S7 95 tells you where to go & what
to ask for at local agencies who
voll assist you free of charge
Please send check to HART. Boa
t 10266, Campbell, Ca, 95008
PERSONAL LOANS up to $2500""
(Subject to credit approval) Call
WASHINGTON
SOUARE
FEDERAL Credit Union at 1408) 947.
7273
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now. Save your teeth, eyes
and money. too Cleanings and
office visits .1 00 charge For bro.
chore see AS office (Student
Health Center) or call 140813716111 in San Jose
U S S BOXER REUNION
Was
your Falhet. Grenddad,

Uncle. Cousin, Brother or Friend
one of the 50,000 men who served
on the US S Boxer CV21, II so,
wear. having reunion In Pensacola Florida In Oct The dates ere
10th. I Ith, 12th & 13111 For more
Info call John Monter. at (415)
656-1497

nent & summer positions. References required Northern Call.
Nannies, 4546 El Camino Reel,
?

9. Los Alto.. (411)9492933.

CHILD CARE PROVIDER lot Pawn yr
old boy Non.smoker In my home

AUTOMOTIVE

6602

luring person
Friendly staff.
AM PM shift. Campbell -5594161.

Am OM

shift. ECE units rood 559.8161

teas with autism & related disobilines FT & PT positions oven
Starting 56-56 25 hr
448.3953

Call

1-805-682.7555. ext S-1062

CLUB
DOWNTOWN
ATHLETIC
looking for doorman Mon -Fri call
Valeri 61292-1141
EARN SI for ea envelope U stuff
up to $100 cram Send SI
ease M & R Prof Svc
Bascom Ave

406 5

.
.

Dept SU.
8111. S J

Up to 07.00 to start
WEEKLY PAY

SEIZED CARS, TRUCKS. 4 -wheelers.
TV’s. stereos, furniture comma.
ens by DEA. FBI. IRS and US cus-

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE TRAIN YOU

toms Available your area now
Call i.905-642’7555..0! C.1255

All shifts avellable
Full time end Part time

86 SUZUKI SAMURAI, 4 WD, all white
convertible. 6611 miles. very good

68 FORD MUSTANG
Rebuilt transmission, carburetor

Call TONY A at 297.5089

COMPUTERS
INFERNO BBS
8N1. 300 1200 2400 baud. Main
tosh & IBM libraries 25 phone
(408) 395
(408) 929.

3721. 1408) 395.5370
9035. 1415) 964.6083. (415) 0560746

FOR SALE
AQUARIUM 55 gal Wedgies, custom
oak cabinet. total system‘ Sacri.
fice $405 VIOLIN early 20th century German recent written op.
prates* by local violin maker, new
case. $1800 Call Celeste at 26/7166
BILLY JOEL CONCERT ON VIDEO"
From the Storm Front Torn it
rare Call Craig el 238.3400
JEWELRY.
FINE
Includes certified spSan 50% off retail Call
Meta Boo.
33192753. Cat

DIAMONDS,

PEARLS
aded
aqua

SETS" BEDS" NEW.
Twin se1 $79. full set 509. queen
set 5139, king set 5I79 For both

MATTRESS

pieces, Bunkbeds 599. Day beds
599 5 pc bedroom set 5199
chests
Deak $74. d r
$46. bed -frames. delivery" 14151
745.0900

HELP WANTED
ATIENTION GROWING SALES TEAM
needs sale. reps IMMEDIATELY
Flex hrs Call 720-0185
ATTENTION -HIRING’ Govl lobs -your
area S17.840-669.485 Call 1 602

POSITIONS

ling for up to 20 hours per week
next school year, thi is your opportunity Pick up an application
form in Sweeney Hall 204 or the
Cooperative Education Office.
Building 0 You must be able to
work during school hours mornings and early efternoons

We are now hiring food servers
Call 866-8560

AVAIL

ABLE" Full & pert time Wm.

1 4 utilities 2 blocks from camp., oil street perking Available
June 1,1990, Please call 279-2998
FOR LEASE Downtown San Jose of flue or Mall store 1100 sra ft
51,000 too
depost East Santa
Clara SI & 3rd St , Call 238-6424
FOR LEASE!. 2 bdrm. 1 bth apartment.
$630 mo Clow. to SJSU. 571 5
7th, pkg. cable. 2690439

Martha or please leave complete
mrnsag
ROOMMATE NEEDED 2 barn apt In
Campbell
$285 rno
Male-non
amok., Call Tim at 866-7484
WALK TO SJSU Elwood 2 br 1 Oa
sharp Dining on dish washer
.Rnn-Aire, fenced yd

SAFARI,
at NORDSTROM
All locations Outgoing personality, able to wear size 6-8
Part Moe

DECORATOR

1920

Unique 1 bd.
term financially

Santa Clara
1408)727.9793

SECURITY OFFICERS .
NEED CASH?
CAVE SECURITY I. hiring for full
and part time positions
All shifts availed*
CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT DR SANTA CLARA
Call 94492283 8-4 PM for info

INTRAMURAL SPORTS DIRECTOR
wanted to supervise on-compus

SECURITY OFFICERS..
Security oftkers and messen.
gas All shifts. FT PT. ace will

sports programs Including payroll. budgets, protests, elc for Associated Students Leisure San,
supervision.
in
Exp
Ices

train

Apply in person 24 hrs. 7
Inc

4 30 9C 024.509010, Info

part-time Perfect summer oppor
tunity Be your own boss Make
$SS Call CHARLES at 244-2703
WES at 996.3082

1503

STUDENTS"
WE WANT YOU for the lob.
BEST PERSONNEL

LOOKING FOR A FRATERNITY. SORORITY or student organizalida
that would like to make $500-81.-

recruits for clerical and technical
position. for your aummer and mu.

000 for a one avedi on-campus
marketing prolat Must be orga.
nIzeri and hardworking Call Bode

STUDENTS
WE WANT YOU FOR the lob,
BEST PERSONNEL recruits for

NEEDED" TEACHERS DIRECTORS
Energetic. greet SM. of humor.
Ram planer, child loving persons

Rcreteries,
cessors,

typist.

word

receptionists.

pro.

general

office and data entry cid. We
also recruit for technical posi-

to work in our child care centers
FlesIble hours available. 6 comp
E C E unft required Cell today -

tions

after SPM

Ices

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY
Campus Connection needs dotal.
loss students Gain great bust

Long

about ectIvitles. .11 Rev
Firnhaber at 298-0204

Bart any time at 289-1371

please call
CHRIS at 997-6444
Leave message & I will return
your call

BARE IT ALL! Stop shaving waxing.
tweezing of using chemical detail
Let

we permanently

re-

move your unwanted halr IchinbikIni-turnmyrnoustachdback.
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Fans: People asked to
stop abusive language

Tour: Club helps kids
get an idea of college
our! event, said Miguel As dd,
chairman of the A.S intercultural
steering committee.
S sponsored the event to help
high school students gel a idea of
what goes on on a t.’t Meg.: L’ampus.
Asila said. "Most students don’t
know what college is like Its a
transition I think is difficult "
One (if the club’s objectives for
the event was to show high school
students some ot the Portuguese
culture uttered at SJSU. Lopes
said
You don’t really learn much
about the Portuguese culture." in
high school. she said. "We’re the
minority ot all minorities."
Three high schools out of the 80
the club invited, attended the conference. Lopes said. Freshmen to
seniors came from James Lick.
San lose High Academy and Inds: -

Frosts page I
Pirart) believes that the tans
sometimes go too far. "You can
hear some pretty good things coming front the crowd." he said. "I
think the fans should have fun at
the games. hut I think there’s a tine
line."
The fans cross over that line
most often when they offend the
opposing team’s players and the
umpires. Piraro said.
"Fans have a right to do that."
Piraro said. "But that doesn’t give
them a free pass to he abusive and
humiliate people.
"We’re very concerned about
what goes on at the games." Chew
said. ’’Sometimes it gets a little
raunchy.’

pendence high schoois
A San Jose High Academy language teacher, ()meth Silveira
said, she brought students hoping.
"they will start thinking about college and San Jose State University."
The final speaker. Robert Avila.
the club*s secretary, got a few
laughs during his speech about the
transition from high school 10 college.
Avila, told high school students
that they would not get a locker in
college. "Use your car for more
than transportation, use it as a
locker."
Avila also told students about
college report cards. "Report
cards come in the mail addressed
to you so tell your parents, brothers and sisters to stay away Intm
sour personal mail.’’

However. Chew believes that
the fans’ behavioral problems are
minor and under control.
"Yes, our fans are vocal, and
yes, they can get off-color." he
said. "We address it when it
comes up. We can’t be everywhere, in every inch of that stadium
Piraro doesn’t think that the letter would dampen the hots’ enthusiasm or support, as long as he
words it carefully.
’I’m not going to write ’Hey. it
you don’t keep your mouth shut.
we’re going to throw you out.’ I’m
persuading. not demanding." Piram said.

Teen-age stockholder
Davis: Access to information discussed by lawyer attends board meeting

r page /
explosion on campus last week. a
when the raises took effect." Spartan Daily photographer and a
Davis smd.
reporter turned over film taken at
" Him example to me is perva- the scene to UPD officer Robert
,is e throughout government.** he Noriega who threatened them with
said
arrest. This was also a violation of
Often, government officials the First Amendment and Califor"lose sight of who they’re working nia statutes, Davis said.
. ’ Davis said.
The First Amendment and CaliThey litok to documents as not fornia statutes provide journalists
the public’s. hut their own," he with the right to he present at a
said. "They take a proprietary in- crime scene, according to Davis.
terest in the public’s business."
Agents of the federal bureau of
In the aftermath of a pipe bomb Alcohol. Tobacco & Firearms

Julie I ynn Royer.,

R011

Daily stall photographet

Barrett talks to visiting high school students

were on the scene of the newly
constructed plaza on Seventh
Street helping UPD investigate the
explosion.
The agents requested that their
pictures not he taken and photographer Kelley Chinn said he would
comply. But the agents and UPD
officers did not believe Kelley
honored their request so they confiscated his film.
"Actually under the law, they
have no right to make that request," Davis said. "But the ac-

ROME. Ga. (AP) Teen-ager
lions of the University Police I find
Graham Dixon is probably the only
very distressing."
He said it was probably a little person attending Reebok Internaeasier to intimidate a student jour- tional Ltd. ’s shareholders meeting
nalist but, "I don’t think a profes- in Los Angeles today who had to
sional when confronted
with get permission from his mom.
Dixon. 13, may he Reebok’s
federal agents and a burly police
officer
isn’t going to succumb youngest stockholder. He invested
$500 in February for 30 shares of
to the threat of going to jail."
The speech was originally the athletic-shoe company’s stock.
The Darlington School seventhscheduled for 11:30 a.m. but was
delayed an hour after the building grader was invited to attend comwas closed off because of a bomb pany board meetings and sit with
company executives on the stage
threat.
during his first stockholders meeting.
The Rome resident earned the
money to buy the stock by making
and peddling souvenir-style buttons with his I8-year-old brother,
Van de Kamp’s plan, presented Jonathan.
He also took other odd
in a speech to the Comstock busi- jobs.
ness club, would ban except in
"I had the money in a savings
emergencies
additional exports account, but I wanted to
do someof water from the delta until
thing with it
invest in sometougher environmental standards thing,"
Dixon said.
arc set and met.
After meeting with a stockAsked if he thought the plan broker and reviewing various
would please thirsty Southern Cali- stocks, Dixon chose Reebok "befornians. Van de Kamp told report- cause it’s a good, solid company
ers after his speech: "I don’t know ... and anyway, I do like their
if it will please anyone. I think it’s shoes."
a good state water policy...."
Graham’s mother, Jane Dixon,

Mandatory water conservation proposed
SACRAMENTO (AP)
Gu- other channel for delivery of delta
bernatorial candidate John Van de water from the north state to
Kamp unveiled a water policy Southern California.
Ionday that would impose manThe attorney general said the
datory conservation and store more conservation rules would require a
Water south of the Sacramento-San
minimum l() percent permanent
Joaquin River Delta in wet years.
cutback in per capita water use in
’The attorney general, who is urban areas by the end of his first
seeking the Democratic nomi- term. Agricultural users would
nation for governor in the June 5 have to reduce consumption a minprimary election, said that he op- imum of 5 percent.
poses the Peripheral Canal. the
The mandatory water conservalong-dehated proposal to build an- tion rules would save nearly 2 mil-

lion acre-feet of water a year
three times more water than the Peripheral Canal would deliver or
enough for up to 20 million people.
Van de Kamp said new storage
south of the delta would he in a
proposed surface reservoir near
Los Banos and in a depleted underground aquifer in Kern County.
Both projects would be paid for by
the needy water contractors, he
said.

’I had the money
in a savings
account, but I
wanted to do
something with it
invest in
something.’
Graham Dixon,
youngest Reebok stockholder
was hesitant about letting her son
make the trip to Los Angeles.
I asked my mom if I could
go," Graham said. "but she told
me. ’No way that meeting’s in
California. And besides, you’ll be
on the back row."
When Graham persisted, his
mother decided to call Reebok’s
chief executive officer. Paul Fireman.
"The company did some checking." Mrs. Dixon said. "and
found out that Graham was the
youngest stockholder. So, Mr.
Fireman was really interested in
seeing him come to the meeting as
the company’s special guest."
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